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Fighting horrific 5G 
    People are waking up to the horrors of 5G 
– focused beam-forming radiation from lamp posts 
near homes and in streets. Phased array’s narrow 
beams of EM radiation, and soon millimetre waves 
using many small antennas for massive multi-user 
MIMO, will increase radiation and thus illness for 
the UK’s 800,000 severely electrosensitive people.  

5G is ‘totally insane’ 
5G is ‘totally insane’ and ‘a massive threat’; 

5G is ‘a much bigger threat to our health’ than 2G, 
3G and 4G, but industry promotes 5G without one 
single biological test, according to Prof. Martin Pall. 
We are the guinea pigs. ‘We’re running as fast as 
fast as we can in exactly the wrong direction.’  

(Prof. M.Pall “‘Totally insane’: Telecomm Industry ignores 5G 
dangers” RT America, March 6 2019, 6 min) 

 
The EMF Call:   ICNIRP’s heating guidelines are unscientific and not protective

   Majority international scientists launched the 
EMF Call on November 26 2018 to safeguard the 
world against the ICNIRP private cartel which 
supports the wireless industry, not health.  
   ICNIRP limits are “unscientific, obsolete and do 
not represent an objective evaluation of the  
available science. They ignore the vast amount of 
scientific findings that clearly and convincingly 
shows harmful effects at intensities well below 

ICNIRP guidelines. The guidelines are inadequate 
to protect humans and the environment.”  
   Sadly, the UK government still follows ICNIRP 
whose members and advisers include PHE’s 
Zenon Sienkiewicz and Simon Mann.  
    ICNIRP needs to switch from short-term 
guidelines, based on Schwan’s heating mistake of 
1953, to long-term guidelines such as Bioinitiative 
2012 or IGNIR 2018. www.emfcall.org 
 

 
Who’s killing the birds  

and insects? 
- asks a Somerset farmer, 
surrounded by four mobile 
phone masts: story inside. 
 

 
UK: 435,500 ES people with restricted work 

See inside for the latest estimated numbers of 
people with ES: 3.6% of the population are 
moderately affected, 1.2% severely and 0.65% 
are restricted in their access to work by EMFs. 
 

ES proved yet again and again: 
humans sense electromagnetic fields 

   In a Faraday cage, 4 of 34 adults (12%) showed 
subconscious EEG responses to declinations and 
counter-clockwise rotations of magnetic fields. 
(Wang CX et al.: “Transduction of the Geomagnetic Field as Evid-
enced from Alpha-band Activity in the Human Brain” eNeuro. 2019). 

   In a rotatory chair, starved men, but not women, 
oriented toward the magnetic north or east, 
directions previously food-associated, under blue 
light, but not blindfolded or in a longer wavelength 
light. Blood glucose levels appeared a motivator. 

(Chae KS et al.: “Blue light-dependent human magnetoreception in 
geomagnetic food orientation” PLoS One, 2019) 
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ES-UK and OTHER NEWS 
 
Conference: Saturday June 8 2019 
EMF Aware Sussex is organising the Jenny Fry 
Memorial Lectures with Prof. Dominique 
Belpomme, Dr Marc Arazi, Dr Erica Mallery-Blythe 
and Debbie Fry on Saturday, June 8 2019, at 
Sedgwick Park House, Horsham, Sussex. See 
separate advert. 
 
Conference: Saturday September 28 2019 
The EM Radiation Research Trust is organising a 
conference on ‘5G and Children’ at the Cavendish 
Conference Centre, 22 Duchess Mews, London, 
W1G 9DT, on Saturday, 28 September 2019. 
Speakers will include Prof. Martin Pall, Dr Erica 
Mallery-Blythe, and Prof. Lennart Hardell. 
Email Brian Stein (brian.stein61@hotmail.com). 
 
Doctors’ conference: “5G and Health: the 
Facts and the Risks”, Friday Sept. 27 2019 
The British Society for Ecological Medicine 
(BSEM) will hold a Scientific Conference on 5G at 
the Hallam Centre, London, for doctors and 
medical staff, on Friday, September 27 2019. 
Speakers include: Prof Martin Pall, Dr Ronald L. 
Melnick, Prof Lennart Hardell, Dr Erica Mallery-
Blythe. Tickets from the BSEM. Early Bird Rates 
for BSEM Member £135, Non-member £145; 
concession available. 
 
Meeting Challenge on the Dangers of 5G! 
Organise a public meeting in your local town or 
city on the dangers of 5G and contact Brian Stein 
who is willing to speak and can advise on other 
speakers also available. 
 
Thanks  
Well done to readers who continue to inform MPs, 
councillors, newspapers, TV and radio stations 
and utility companies etc. about the established 
harm from EMFs. The message is beginning to 
get through in some areas, with courts and 
tribunals continuing to make awards to people 
harmed by RF radiation and some employers 
beginning to make the necessary adjustments for 
people with ES and EHS. Some NHS hospitals 
and doctors now diagnose EHS but other are still 
following out of date science confusing real 
physical Electrosensitivity with the different 
condition of psychological Electrophobia. 

Let us know! 
If you have specific ideas for information leaflets, 
posters or meetings, please let trustees know. 
The charity aims to help people with ES through 
information and support where possible, and 
secondly to inform others of the established 
effects of RF radiation and ELF. Contributions to 
the Newsletter are always appreciated. 
 
Thanks for help 
Thank you to those 
who give so 
generously. Some 
recent donations have 
enabled radio, leaflet 
and poster campaigns 
across parts of UK 
which we should like to 
continue. In some other 
countries public health 
agencies perform this 
vital task, but at present the UK government 
leaves this responsibility to groups like ES-UK. 
 
Accessibility for ES people: Hidden Disability 
Have you written to local places about 
accessibility for people with EHS? If there is no 
ES accessibility, then it is fair to ask why there is 
not. See the section on ES as a Disability below. 
 
PHSO complaint about PHE’s scientific and 
procedural failures and injustices 
There was a meeting in London during February 
2019 about the ongoing 2013 complaint to the 
Parliamentary and Health Services Ombudsman 
by over 80 people. It concerns Public Health 
England’s failure to give accurate scientific advice 
and its failure to consult with appropriate groups 
as recommended in the Tailored Review. Clear 
cases of injustice as well as faults in procedure 
remain to be resolved. Diana reports that the 
process is now at a critical stage and she expects 
a report soon. 
 
DVDs 
DVDs of the conferences at Sedgwick Park House 
in July and November 2018 are available for £17 
from Peter Gane, 01935 423002. 
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 process is now at a critical stage and she expects  

ASK THE EXPERTS

Professor Dominique Belpomme 
Professor in Medical Oncology at the Paris University René Descartes,
Funding Director of European Cancer and Environment Research Institute - ECERI
Funding President of the Association for Research and Treatments Against Cancer - ARTAC
‘Aetiology, diagnosis & management of EHS’

Dr Marc Arazi (MD)
Co Founder and President of ‘Phonegate Alert’

Spokesman for a French NGO (2004-2014) and negotiator for the “Grenelle des ondes”
organized by the French government (2009-2013). ‘International Phonegate scandal: All 

overexposed, All deceived, All endangered by our mobile phones’

Dr Erica Mallery-Blythe BMBS
Founder of PHIRE Medical (Physicians’ Health Initiative for Radiation and Environment), also a 
trustee for the Radiation Research Trust, Medical Advisor for ORSAA and ES-UK, and member of 
IGNIR. 5g, Overview of EMF Health Effects’ and ‘PHIRE 5G Five Facts Initiative

Debbie Fry – Jenny’s Mother
Debbie will share the experiences and wisdom of her tireless campaign to increase awareness in 

this field. Her mission is to get WiFi out of all schools, nurseries and hospitals.

Tickets £20 or affordable donation
Contact:

Peter – 01935 423002    Bob – 07971 761816    Stuart – 01273  558680
Email:  emfawaresussex@gmail.com

5G - Is it safe?

What is electrosensitivity? How safe is my phone?

Jenny Fry Memorial Lectures
Presented by EMF Aware Sussex

Should WiFi be in schools?

Should I Have a Smart Meter?

JENNY FRY 3/10/1999 - 11/6/2015
IRRADIATED AT SCHOOL WITH WI FI / EMFS

INSTEAD OF UNDERSTANDING , JENNY RECEIVED DETENTIONS 
FOR HER ALLERGY / EHS

Symptoms : headaches, nosebleeds, nausea, skin rashes,
urine urgency, restlessness, appetite hormone concentration and

sleep problems, ear noises , exhaustion ......
COULD WIFI BE PARTLY RESPONSIBLE FOR

THE MENTAL HEALTH CRISIS ?

If WI FI can damage DNA , change  brain activity , cause
concentration and health problems particularly in children and

with calls for The IARC carcinogenic group to rise !
 WHY IS WI FI STILL IN SCHOOLS ?

IN 2015 THE LEADING CAUSE OF DEATH IN SCHOOL AGE 
CHILDREN 5-19 WAS SUICIDE AND CANCER !

PLEASE RESEARCH AND PROTECT CHILDREN IN MEMORY OF 
JENNY-TAKE A PRECAUTIONARY APPROACH.

Speakers

With lectures in the morning, and a full afternoon of open clinic.
 You have a chance to put your questions to our international experts

Sedgwick Park House
Sedgwick Park, Horsham RH13 6QQ
8th June 2019    9.30am to 5.30pm

A DVD will be available of the lectures, the afternoon open clinic will be on CD

Jenny Fry
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UK NEWS 
 
School drives out EHS pupil, but keeps Wifi 
  Neil Boxall, an engineer from Yeovil, Somerset, 
removed his 12-year-old daughter from Year 8 at 
Leweston School in Sherborne, Dorset, and 
decided to home-school her from January 2019. 
She suffered from the Wifi radiation causing over 
40 symptoms including itchy eyes, headaches, 
tinnitus, itchy skin, heart palpitations, poor 
speech, forgetfulness, anxiety and a loss of 
empathy.   
  Mr Boxall said: “There were some signs in Year 
7. She got itchy eyes, she started having 
headaches, and she was having difficulty 
concentrating. But it didn't really come to a head 
until she started Year 8. There was a period in 
December where she got really bad and had to go 
to the school nurse. Then we went for a meeting 
at her school, and we realised that there were Wifi 
access points in all the classrooms.”  
  The father explained how his daughter had a 
couple of weeks off and he and wife Evelyn asked 
the school to turn the Wifi off in their daughter's 
classroom. “When she went back to school, that 
seemed to work. But after the Christmas holidays 
the school decided they weren't going to continue 
doing that.”  
  Her parents then decided to remove their 
daughter and home-school her. Mr Boxall said: “It 
was a bit of a shock to the system for her at first, 
switching to home-schooling. But her health has 
been doing a lot better. It's just a shame that her 
peers are apart from her and she is apart from her 
peers.” Since being home-schooled Mr Boxall's 
daughter's symptoms have disappeared.  
  A spokesperson for Leweston School said: “The 
health and welfare of our students is paramount. 
We treated this incident very seriously and trialled 
Wifi free zones but this was not sustainable. From 
a teaching perspective as well as the many 
administrative functions of a school, the disruption 
caused by lack of Wifi and wireless equipment 
outweighed the potential side effects that may be 
associated with it.” 
(Tomas Malloy: “Somerset parent pulls child out of school due to wi-fi 
radiation”, Somerset Live, February 28 2019; Bryony Jewell: “Father 
who blames school's wi-fi for 12-year-old daughter's list of 40 
symptoms including rashes and itchy skin as he takes her out of 
lessons to educate her at home” Daily Mail, March 1 2019) 

Council objects to mast near school 
Cambuslang Community Council demanded that 
Hastie Bakery be removed from a list of eight 
possible mast sites until an investigation is carried 
out into the impact such a mast would have on 
children at nearby St Bride’s Primary School. John 
Bachtler, chairman, said a directive from the UK 
government states schools and parents have a 
right to know the level of radiation which pupils 
are currently, or could later be exposed to.  
(Edel Kenealy: “Warning issued over mobile phone mast that could 
be situated near Cambuslang school” Daily Record, Jan. 10 2019) 

 
BBC2 Twinstitute: smart phones cost 5% IQ  
In the second episode of Twinstitute on January 9 
2019, twins taking an intelligence test with their 
smart phone placed on the desk performed on 
average 5% worse than those whose smart 
phones had been taken away before the test. It 
assumed the reason was potential distraction. 
 
Skoda Yeti mobile phone warning 
The Handbook for a Skoda Yeti contains warnings 
on the dangers of using mobile phones inside the 
car: “When using a mobile phone inside a vehicle, 
which is not inserted into the phone adaptor, and 
thus has no connection to the external aerial, the 
EM radiation can exceed the current limit value.” 
 
Ban on mercury dental restorations 
Under EU regulations, from July 1 2018 dental 
amalgam with mercury should not be used for 
children under 15 and in pregnant or 
breastfeeding women, except when deemed 
strictly necessary. Norway banned dental 
amalgam in 2008, followed by Sweden in 2009.  
(G Winter: “Is amalgam safe?” Royal College of Surgeons, 2015)  
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BBC: unscientific 
  Episode 2 of the BBC’s Health: Truth or Scare 
(Series 3) on April 23 2019 claimed to cover 
“science” about the health harm of RF. It claimed 
there is “no evidence” to suggest “any health 
problems”, and that sunlight is more dangerous 
than man-made polarised pulsed radiation as 
used in mobiles and electronic warfare weapons. 
Clearly, no expert was consulted, since the robust 
scientific evidence now convincingly and 
consistently proves ill health, EHS and cancers 
from mobile phone, Wifi and similar radiation.  
  Equally amazing was Professor Malcolm 
Sperrin’s apparent endorsement of a SAR heating 
test for mobile phones. IARC’s 2011 2B human 
carcinogen classification was based on long-term 
non-thermal effects, since we were told that all 
phones sold in Europe meet SAR limits, so short-
term SAR is irrelevant to established long-term 
effects like electrosensitivity and cancer. 
  However, it had its scary humour. The plastic 
dummy for SAR testing was filled with “brown 
liquid”, as though this reacts just like voltage-
gated calcium channels in the neurons and action 
potentials of a child’s brain. 
  There was no mention of tests for DNA damage, 
VGCC leakage, cerebral blood perfusion 
changes, genetic and bio-markers, all now factors 
for setting long-term non-thermal safety 
guidelines, to which the BBC did not refer once, 
even briefly, in the 12 minutes. It was essentially 
unscientific, without even a brief mention of key 
aspects, such as electrosensitivity, non-linear 
effects, long-term in addition to SAR short-term 
exposure, and non-thermal effects, apart from 
ionising/non-ionising which most already know. 
  The BBC, like ICNIRP, still clings to Schwan’s 
invalidated heating hypothesis of 1953. The 
science has advanced massively in the 65 years 
since then. BBC viewers deserve established 
science, not irresponsible fiction.  

BBC’s, ICNIRP’s and Telecom’s ‘mantra’ 
Prof. Dariusz Leszczynski pointed out that the 
BBC’s Yolanda Ohene and Malcolm Sperrin had 
“no expertise in wireless radiation”. In contrast, 
the Daily Mail copied the BBC’s, ICNIRP’s and 
telecom's unscientific ‘mantra’ about ‘low’ power. 
(BRHP, April 24 2019; Alexandra Thompson: “Mobiles do NOT 
cause brain cancer” Daily Mail, April 23 2019) 
 

 
 
     
    Agnes    
Ingvarsdottir 
 
 
 
 
Henrik Eiriksson, son, writes:  
  Agnes Ingvarsdottir, founder of Mast-victims.org, 
Worcester, United Kingdom (born September 30 
1944) died December 23 2018 of microwave 
sickness leading to cancer. Despite her health 
problems, Agnes, from Iceland, brought people 
together for the cause.  
  In 2003 my parents were poisoned by microwave 
radiation from a mobile-phone mast installed only 
28 meters from their home. We sued the Telecom 
and in 2005 the case went to High Court. It was 
proven that the Telecom had lied and falsified 
evidence — to the point of "editing" their own 
experts’ witness statement (highly illegal) — and 
somehow, the judge still ruled in their favour. We 
realized that this had gone all the way to the top 
and that our case was slaughtered for political 
reasons.  
  Reports of similar cases of injustice worldwide 
spurred the birth of Mast-Victims. Please honour 
Agnes' memory by continuing the fight against the 
radiation pollution of the wireless industry and 
governments. Don't give up! Unite. We are so 
close to winning. 

CAMILLA REES:  
JONATHAN FORMAN AWARD 2018 

 
Camilla Rees, MBA, has been awarded the Jonathan Forman Award by 
the American Academy of Environmental Medicine (AAEM). This award, 
established in 1968, is given to someone who has made an outstanding 

contribution to the field of Environmental Medicine. 
(Emily: “ElectromagneticHealth.org Founder Honored With Award from The American Academy of 

Environmental Medicine” Electromagnetic Health Blog, October 6 2018) 
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COMMENTS 
 
“At a talk on the health dangers of EMFs, a 
grateful dog-owner said he now knew why 
his dog did not want to sleep or be in the kitchen 
with the Wifi router.” 
 
“A lady with health problems burst into tears on 
realising the cause was solved: she had a smart 
meter at home and a cordless phone at work.” 
 
“I couldn’t remember the name I knew so well – I’d 
just been in a Wifi zone for several hours.” 
 
“I suddenly felt typical ES symptoms. No one had 
switched on a mobile. I then realised the person I 
had just sat next to had been using a mobile and 
was himself full of the radiation.” 
 
“I’d rather not know” the dangers 
“While undergoing a biopsy for a skin condition, I 
naturally brought up the effects of man-made 
radiation. I found the nurse’s reply revealing: “That 
sounds scary. I’d rather not know about that!” 
 
‘Everyone needs to know the dangers’ 
A reader from South Africa writes: “Thank you for 
sending me your newsletter. It is excellent and 
very informative - and quite scary. I regret that I 
can't send you a donation, since I am indigent. 
Whenever there is an opportunity, I share 
information or pass on the magazine to others. 
Everyone needs to know the dangers. Wishing 
you well in the important work that you are doing. 
Please convey my thanks to all at ES UK”. 
 
Can EMFs mimic a real disease? 
Kim writes: “I have heard of patient cases with 
definite diagnoses, for example, Alzheimer’s or 
the need for operations, but the disease or need 
for the operation disappeared upon the patient 
moving to a rural area or when the patient used 
shielding from EMFs.” She wonders if the 
multitude of man-made EM frequencies mimic 
certain illnesses. [Or is it that EMFs increase 
oxidative stress and reduce immune protection, 
allowing existing physiological weaknesses to 
increase, or inducing them? -Ed.] 
 

 
Human magnetic sense 
A letter to the Times by Dr J L Dawson, March 22 
2019: “The report that some human brains are 
able to detect magnetic fields provides a scientific 
reason for my subconscious sensory ability to 
orientate when fellwalking in my youth; I often use 
this skill now while driving. I look forward to an 
equally logical explanation as to why I am able to 
use L-shaped wire rods to detect buried water 
pipes, an ability inherited by my younger daughter 
and used by some water engineers.” 
 
Tingly Thigh Syndrome 
“Move your phone to another pocket? Experts say 
not to carry your phone in your pocket or 
anywhere else too close to your body and not just 
because of painful tingling. Carrying a phone too 
close to the body was CBS News #2 Dumb 
Thing for Increasing Possible Cancer Risk, 2018.”  
(B.N. Frank: “’Tingly Thigh Syndrome’ Is On The Rise, Not 
Enjoyable, And May Be Related To Cell Phones In Pockets” Activist 
Post, January 12 2019) 
 

REQUESTS 
 
EHS and head injury 
Roger Moller is writing a blog post on the link 
between EHS and head injury and would like to 
hear from anyone with information that could be 
relevant. hi-ehs@electricforester.co.uk tel.: 01223 
91 1893 or 0845 345 1893, or write to: Electric 
Forester, 344/346 High Street, Cottenham, 
Cambridge, CB24 8TX. 
 
Writers needed 
Lloyd Burrell of ElectricSense is looking for a 
couple of experienced writers who are passionate 
about protecting people from the dangers of EMF 
and can write one high quality, well researched 
article a month. sarah@electricsense101.com 
Please include a sample of your writing (on any 
topic) and explain why you are so passionate.  
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ES NEWS 
 
German book on EHS 
Aschermann C et al. (ed.): 
“Elektrohypersensibilität – 
Risiko für Individuum und 
Gesellschaft” [Electro 
Hypersensitivity - Risk to 
Individual and Society] 
(Kompetenzinitiative zum 
Schutz von Mensch, 
Umwelt und Demokratie 
e.V., Germany. Broschüre, 
No. 11. (2018) 120 
pages). It is available as a 
free download for those 
who read German. 
 
DVD: “The Effect of Mobile Telephony 
Radiation On our Health: Checking The Facts” 

A film by Lothar Moll and 
Klaus Scheidsteger, 
2018, 90 minutes, 
features Barrie Trower, 
Prof. Wilhelm Mosgoller, 
Prof. Karl Hecht, Dr 
Monika Krout, Dr Devra 
Davis, the Cyprus 
National Committee on 
Environment and 
Children’s Health, with 

some interviews and songs in German. €24.40. 
See: www.faktencheck-mobilfunkstrahlung.de 
The interviews cover detailed mechanisms 
causing harm from RF radiation. Barrie Trower 
gives an excellent overview, based on his naval 
training in microwaves from 1959. He notes that 
there are better forms of population control than 
killing everybody with man-made EM radiation, 
and asks how countries will continue to operate if 
only one in eight children is born healthy, because 
of the genotoxic changes inherited. He and others 
explain how some governments and the industry 
have tried to hide the science, including the WHO 
under Repacholi who left in 2006 after his industry 
finance was exposed. Prof. Hecht explains how 
an electromyogram can now show that the human 
brain and body is entrained to the Wifi 10 Hz 
signal even after the Wifi has been switched off or 
the person leaves the radiation zone.  

   Italy: photos of people with EHS 
“Sentinels” was a photo story by Claudia 
Gori featured at the photo festival in 
Tuscany, “Cortona On The Move”, in 
August -September 2018. The exhibition 
notes referred to the WHO estimate that 
3% of the world’s population suffers 
from EHS and are forced to radically 
change their lives by seeking partial or 
complete isolation from society. These 
people are called ‘sentinels’ because they 
are considered the ones who feel today 
what will potentially become a widespread 
phenomenon in coming years.  
(Claudia Gori: “The Sentinels: Electrosensitivity in Italy” 
Lens Culture, August 2018) 

 
 
IGNIR: Guidelines for all 
The IGNIR guidelines of 2018 provide details of 
long-term radiation limits for everyone, including 
people with ES, and how to measure them. 
www.ignir.org 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mary Sargent August, RIP 
“On March 12th, I chose to end my Earth Walk 
and reunite with the Mother of All Things. I wanted 
to free myself from the straightjacket of electrifying 
pain and neurological debilitation of Electro-
Hypersensitivity (EHS) and Epstein-Barr Virus 
(EBV). These hidden modern-day epidemics 
humbled me and connected me to the great 
suffering of others. Yet, they also shattered and 
dehumanized me. The constant tension of strange 
symptoms and crushing pain left me cut off from a 
life of embodied prayer and active altruism; I felt 
alienated from my true nature and impotent to be 
of service. I decided the greater good was to give 
my life with the aspiration to raise awareness and 
help others.” She was sensitised by smart meters. 
(“RIP – Maria Sargent August – EHS Sufferer Who Took Her Own 
Life” Radiation Dangers, March 27 2019; “What It's Like To Be 
Electro Hypersensitive (EHS) With Maria August” Nick Pineault, July 
19 2018, 39 minutes; blog: http://www.heartmind.info/) 
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Zombies & Sickness: A 10 year-old Child’s Impression Of The Wireless World 
From: WATE (We Are The Evidence, February 9 2019) 

 
The mother of a 10 year-old child 
from Illinois, USA developed 
Microwave Sickness / Electro-
Sensitvity. Her suffering has a 
tremendous impact on him and on 
the family’s life.  
Unfortunately, he experiences 
how societal addiction makes 
people, like those in his own 
family, reluctant to see what is so 
clearly in front of their eyes – the 
harms of wireless technology and 
people’s complete disregard to 
the suffering of others.  
The child said: “My mom and me drew this while Daddy was 
at work. We are dealing with all this radiation, just trying to go 
anywhere is painful for my mom. It makes me feel so sad that 
no one knows! We’ve been to a lot of doctors and the only 
thing that works is when she gets away from the radiation. My 
wish for the world is that people wake up.” 
 

ES: A HIDDEN DISABILITY  
 
Airport lanyard for passengers with hidden 
disabilities 
“A new lanyard for passengers with hidden 
disabilities, first introduced at Gatwick Airport to 
assist passengers with hidden disabilities, is set to 
be rolled out to other UK airports. Over 1,000 
passengers with hidden disabilities such as 
dementia, autism or hearing loss use passenger 
assistance services at Gatwick Airport each 
month. The introduction of a distinctive lanyard for 
passengers with hidden disabilities enables 
travellers to discreetly identify themselves to staff 
to ensure tailored help and support can be offered 
throughout their journey.” 
(“OCS rolls out lanyard for passengers with hidden disabilities to 
other UK airports following success of scheme at Gatwick” October 
26 2016) 

 

DFID: People with disability Consulted, 
Empowered and able to enjoy their 
Fundamental Rights equally with others 
The International Disabilities Alliance held the UK 
Global Disability Summit on July 24 2018. The 
UK’s Department for International Development 
produced the report “DFID’s Strategy for Disability 
Inclusive Development 2018-23”: we will embed 
three fundamental principles meaning that people 
with disabilities are:  
● Engaged, consulted, represented and listened 
to at all levels of decision-making and as leaders;  
● Empowered as powerful and active agents of 
change to challenge discrimination and harmful 
norms and to hold governments and implementers 
to account;  
● Able to exercise and enjoy their fundamental 
rights and freedoms on an equal basis with 
others.” (p.8)
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ES: UNEMPLOYMENT 
 
   
435,500 people with restricted 
access to work because of 
ES/EHS 
A recent review of large and 
small-scale surveys suggests 
that some 3.6% of the 
population are moderately 
affected by electrosensitivity, 
and 1.2% severely (over 
800,000 people in the UK).  
Of these, it is estimated that 
some 0.65% of the UK 
population has restricted access 
to work, including full time 
education, because of ES and 
EHS. This is a total of 435,500 
people, more than those 
registered blind or partially 
sighted. 
A survey of 36 people whose 
cases appeared in the media 
indicated that one problem is 

the intellectual challenge of 
recognising the source of ill 
health from unseen and often 
unknown electromagnetic 
exposure. This leads to under-
reporting of cases to the health 
services, public health and 
health & safety agencies. Many 
people with ES and EHS suffer 
unemployment and early 
retirement. 
(Michael Bevington: “The Prevalence of 
People With Restricted Access to Work in 
Man-Made Electromagnetic Environments”, 
Journal of Environment and Health Science, 
2019, 5(1): 1-12. doi.org/10.15436/2378-
6841.19.2402. This peer-reviewed paper is 
available on open access.) 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Experiences of trying to find 
work: “life is getting more and 
more impossible” 
Gillian writes in response to the 
article on Restricted Access to 
Work for 0.65% of the UK’s 
population (435,500 people): 
“I have struggled with EHS 
since 1994, with some skin 
symptoms even earlier. I had 
very severe symptoms if the 
problem was affecting me but 
learnt exactly what things 
caused the symptoms and was 
able to take measures to avoid 
its effects most of the time; 
usually sitting near an open 
window, when in offices with 
computer equipment, seemed to 
work. However, I have struggled 
greatly since 2012 when the 
organisation I was working for 

Not every disability 
is visible 

 

Electrosensitivity    and    Microwave Sickness   
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moved offices and I had less 
control over my working 
environment. With no one, 
employers or medical 
professionals, having any 
understanding of the problem, I 
was forced to leave my job and 
seek employment elsewhere. I 
moved far to work in the hotel 
and catering industry, but 
having done so began to have 
problems when people in my 
shared accommodation got Wifi. 
I then returned to my home town 
and worked in people’s homes 
and for a while in a small hotel 
which had very ineffective Wifi.  
When new management took 
over they improved the Wifi at 
the hotel and I was no longer 
able to work there. I am also 
finding it impossible to work in 
people’s homes now, as they all 
have Wifi. 
I have some income from self-
employment as a home dog 
boarder but I am having to live 
on very little. When I tried to 
make a claim for ESA they said 
I was unlikely to be successful 
because I am looking after the 
dogs 24 hours a day in my 
home, although I pointed out 
that I am only out walking them 
for 1-2 hours a day. I do not 
wish to give up looking after the 
dogs and sit at home doing 
nothing. Walking across the 
fields actually helps me get rid 
of any symptoms which I get 
from going in shops etc. I signed 
up to a Government initiative 
"Working Links" because part of 
their remit was helping people 
with health conditions to find 
work, but even attending 
appointments with them made 
me unwell since they had Wifi in 
the building. Basically, life is 
getting more and more 
impossible. I am a person who 

has always gone to great 
lengths to maintain my health. I 
don't drink, smoke or take drugs 
and have been very physically 
active all my life. I do not suffer 
from any other conditions. My 
initial blood test at my doctor’s 
was "A1" for biological markers. 
Yet I and others are being made 
to suffer severe symptoms if we 
even attempt to go into public 
places. I am pretty sure from 
picking up on things other 
people say that others suffer 
symptoms also caused by 
the EMFs but are unaware of 
what is causing them.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Wifi harm, unaware 
As shown above, many people 
take years to realise their ill 
health is electrosensitivity.  
These comments are from: Migraine.com 
discussions 

“I had an MRI scan done as my 
headaches got so bad I was 
sure I had a brain tumour. We 
discovered lots of other people 
had the same pain from their 
Wifi modem. The MRI showed 
some changes in my brain that 
were in the exactly same area 
as other people who 
experienced headaches from 
Wifi. We bought some ethernet 
cable - very inexpensive - and 
hardwired the computer and 
apple box. Problem solved in 
our home. Now I just can’t visit 
friends who have Wifi”  
(November 30 2018) 

“What we are experiencing are 
not migraines. It is called 
electrical hypersensitivity 
syndrome or radio wave illness.” 
(January 1 2019) 
 
“I have suffered migraine 
headaches for over ten years. 
However, some years ago, with 
the advent of Wifi routers 
(802.11a), I recognized that Wifi 
was another source of my 
migraines. I was eager to buy a 
Wifi router, so I purchased and 
installed one, but then suddenly 
I felt a migraine coming on. 
Within 30 minutes I got sick and 
went to bed, but could not sleep 
as the headache was the worst I 
have had and was not going 
away, and I felt nauseous. I 
knew something was wrong as I 
never had a migraine coming on 
so suddenly. I jumped out of 
bed and unplugged the router, 
minutes later my headache 
began to subside along with the 
sick feeling. It was at this point I 
recognized my inability to 
tolerate Wifi signals.  
Some years later, the same 
thing occurred when I tried to 
pair my phone using Bluetooth. 
Cell phones give me migraines 
if I place it too close to my head 
or if I spend very long on the 
phone.  
I have completely wired my 
house and disabled all Wifi 
signals in the router. I also feel 
headaches coming on when I 
visit friend’s homes which have 
Wifi or at the office.  
Some years ago when I first 
searched, I found no inform-
ation, I believed I was a unique 
case, or probably that I had a 
brain issue. My friends joked 
about me, thinking I was weird.”  
(December 21 2017) 
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REFUSE WIRELESS SMART METERS! 
 
Refuse to have a wireless Smart Meter. 
People in the UK have a right to refuse wireless 
smart meters or ask for a one to be removed 
(Government statement, Nov. 29 2011). Utility 
companies should do so, without any extra cost. 
Since EHS is a disabling condition, according to 
the World Health Organization, to refuse or 
charge extra means that the utility company would 
be discriminating under the Equality Act of 2010. 
 
Refuse HAN (Home Area Network)  
Do not have a wireless system like Wifi Hive 
inside your home. Experts now agree that 
wireless radiation can cause EHS, neurological 
and cardiovascular harm, impaired fertility and 
cancers. 
 
Wireless Smart Meters exceed radiation safety 
guidelines 
Most wireless meters in their instructions have a 
minimum safety distance, often 20 cm, to prevent 
ICNIRP’s short-term heating, and the requirement 
that the meter is not used with any other radiation 
transmitter. However, the relevant safety 
guidelines should be long-term, such as IGNIR 
2018, and not ICNIRP’s obsolete short-term 
heating guidelines limited to 6 or 30 minutes. 
 
Study: harm from smart meters 
The only study of actual ill health from smart 
meters (Lamech F: “Self-reporting of symptom 
development from exposure to radiofrequency 
fields of wireless smart meters in Victoria, 
Australia: a case series” 2014) shows extensive 

serious ill health, including sensitising people to 
wireless radiation. 
 
Wireless Water Meters: Refuse! Many are 
highly dangerous 
Some water companies have switched from 
meters with small batteries which can be 
interrogated by a drive-past meter van every three 
or six months, to networked Automatic Meter 
Reading (AMR) transmitting up to every 15 
seconds. Most of these meters greatly exceed 
international biological safety Guidelines (see 
Table below). 
 
Dangers of wireless radiation water meters 
Some wireless water meters have a SIM cart to 
transmit radiation to phone masts. They operate 
at the upper end of the power rating because they 
are partially shielded by being located in a hole in 
the ground. Some meters work on the 3G 02 
network at 868 MHz or 1,800 MHz (e.g. Arad) or 
433 MHz, and have a range through 12 -14 walls 
of 100m or 300m (WirelessSensors, Monnit 
ALTA), much more powerful than Bluetooth or 
Wifi, and can send readings every 10 minutes. 
 
Thames Water:  
(i) from 2011 to 2015: deployment of 300,000 
smart water meters, read using walk-by or drive-
by methods;  
(ii) from autumn 2015 onwards: smart meters 
using the FlexNet system Automatic Meter 
Reading mode, transmitting to fixed network 
masts every 15 seconds. 
 

Wireless Radiation Smart Meters 
Power Flux Density:  

microWatts per metre squared  -  µW/m2 
Back-

ground  
Level 

IGNIR 
Safety 

Guidelines 
Children, pregnant 

women, elderly,  
ES and ill people 

Bioinitiative 
Safety 

Guidelines 
Adults 

Water Meter 
(refined – crude) 

Electricity and 
Gas Smart Meter 

at 1 m at 30 cm at 20 cm 

0.000001 1 6 40 - 800 450 - 8,800 15,200 
 

Water meter radiation from: “Review of the Potential Health Effects of Smart Water Meter Systems Used in the Thames Water Region”  
(WRc plc, UC10547.05, 2015). 

 
Since these meters typically exceed accepted international long-term safety Guidelines,  

people should refuse them and, if necessary, take legal advice over harm caused. 
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A water company’s attempted deception and a 
home-owner forced to move house because of 
ill health from a neighbour’s water meter  
A reader warns of lies, refusal to follow 
instructions, and attempts to deceive by water 
companies and their agents (March 2019).  
“We wrote as a family to the water company the 
previous year to refuse the installation of new 
meters, saying that we did not want a smart meter 
put in at any time in the future. We all signed it. I 
didn't know what a smart meter was but was 
happy to stick with the analogue meter. My 
mother had done the research and advised us it 
would better to have our analogue meter and 
avoid a smart meter. She didn't say why, but I 
trusted her reading on the matter. 
 

A year later, when I came back from town, I 
couldn't reverse into our drive because a 
workman was standing in the middle of our 
driveway entrance doing something. He had no ID 
that I could see and his van had no company 
name on it. Nothing to identify who he was. I 
asked him what he was doing and he said 
installing a meter. I thought no more of it until my 
mum asked me what he was doing as I came in 
the door. She said, "As long as it is not a smart 
meter". We went out and he confirmed it was. We 
complained and brought out the copy of the letter, 
he rang HQ and no meter went in. However our 
neighbours had new meters installed. Within 24 
hours I began to feel very peculiar. Burning head 
and skin, prickly skin, headache, couldn't sleep, 
fatigue, fuzzy head and achy muscles. Very 
unwell. I thought it was a virus until I noticed that 
all symptoms ceased when I left the house for a 
few hours and was out in nature, or they lessened 
if I went down the bottom of our 150 ft garden and 
stayed there for a while. This was not consistent 
with having a virus in my experience. 
 

We contacted the water company and 
complained. They insisted they had the legal right 
to install the meter and they could enforce that 
right on us. I challenged that and sent them a 
copy of a letter to Rt Hon Nicholas Soames MP 
from a government department that contradicted 
what the water company said. They said the letter 
was wrong. When I mentioned that my uncle was 
a solicitor and he had advised us to go to the 
doctors about it their attitude changed 
considerably. They conceded that we could for 

the moment not have a smart meter installed but 
by 2020 they would be compulsory. They said 
they were building a microwave mesh network 
and it would help them detect leaks. They were 
unhelpful and very insistent that it was all safe. I 
told them it was not. They did not care.   
 

I very rarely went to the doctor. My doctor listened 
with interest and concern when I explained the 
symptoms in relation to the installation of the 
meter and how they lessened away from the 
house. Her husband worked in radiology. I would 
imagine she would be familiar with some of the 
symptoms I reported. 
 

As we were being affected by the neighbours' 
meters. We felt we had no choice but to sell our 
home. The meter was the one and only reason we 
sold. Otherwise we would have kept our home for 
many years to come as it was a beautiful place to 
live. 
 

The water meters have a range of at least 150 ft 
and we were cooking from their effects within 24 
hours. I had lived in the house for 13 years and 
became so ill once they were installed that I had 
to move out within 3 weeks of it going in. I knew 
precisely nothing about ES or smart meters until 
that happened. We then had to sell our home with 
the greatest of reluctance due to the ill health 
created by the water meters. We have just had 
another 2 installed near where we are currently 
living and we again are both suffering ill effects 
from them. I had forgotten just how bad it is.” 
 
Other water companies’ lies 
Melita (MSE forums, January 10 2018):  
“We had a water meter installed some years ago 
in the house with a remote external reading point. 
Severn Trent Amey have been trying to get us to 
upgrade our meter to a smart meter but without 
success. I was about to go out earlier today when 
there was a knock at the door from an Amey 
engineer to replace the battery in our meter - it 
would only take 10 minutes. As he was finishing 
the work I noticed our old meter in his toolbox and 
that a new one had been installed (Aquadis+ with 
Everblu Cyble enhanced). I challenged him and 
said that this was not a battery change but a 
smart meter and that I didn't want Wifi or wireless 
in the house. He told me that it was a mechanical 
meter, not smart and no Wifi. I foolishly believed 
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him. Subsequent online investigations seem to 
imply that it is indeed a smart meter and 
potentially sends daily readings wirelessly. Can 
we get this meter removed now or are we stuck 
with it?” 
 
Ad. ban: smart meters measure electricity,  
                                       not reduce usage 
A 'misleading' radio advert by Smart Energy GB 
which claimed installing a smart meter could save 
consumers an average of 354 kilowatt hours 
(kWh) a year has been banned by the Advertising 
Standards Agency which said that this saving 
would be as a result of reducing energy usage 
rather than installing the smart meter alone. 
(Naomi Schraer: “'Misleading' smart meter ad banned” Money Saving 
Expert, March 6 2019) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

TINNITUS:  EMFs and ULTRASOUND
Reducing microwave tinnitus by protective 
nets and hats 
Kim writes: 
 “For many years I suffered the continuous hum 
from masts etc. I purchased a shielded head-net 
providing 50 decibels (dBs) of protection and after 
wearing it all day I suddenly noticed I could no 
longer hear the hums and felt a great relief, not 
only from the constant stress of the sound, but 
also relief from the majority of my long list of 
symptoms. As time passed, however I found that 
50 dBs was insufficient and upgraded to 60, then 
80 and now 100 dBs. Unfortunately from 60 dBs 
upwards this isn’t netting, hence it cannot be worn 
over the face and, as a denser material, can only 
be worn on the head like a hat, ensuring the 
material does not touch the skin. In the winter 
months it is perfect but too hot in summer, 
although I still wear whilst I sleep even in summer 
under a shielded bed net, since if I don’t, I can’t 
sleep! I find it is particularly helpful for fatigue, 
cognitive dysfunction including brain fog, and 
overdriven nervous system and pain resulting 
from EMF exposure.” 
  
Tinnitus from EMFs: first disappearance for 15 
years 
“Earlier this year I had a construction leak in my 
home that caused some mold damage. I had mold 
remediation performed and the foreman had 

suffered with tinnitus for over 15 years. He was 
also sensitive to mold. I immediately recognized 
tinnitus as a common symptom of EMF sensitivity 
so I took him into my bedroom, which has very 
low levels of radiofrequency and electric fields. It 
was the first time in 15 years that his ringing 
disappeared. It was a powerful experience for him 
and motivated him to radically reduce his EMF 
exposure.” 
(Dr Joseph Mercola: “Documentary Explores Electromagnetic 
Hypersensitivity Syndrome” March 2 2019) 

 
Sensitivity to ultrasound causes headaches, 
earache and nausea 
Prof. Timothy Leighton of Southampton University 
says that millions in the UK are being exposed to 
high-frequency, inaudible sound waves at 
stations, airports, schools and offices. A 
significant minority, including children and people 
up to their thirties, report symptoms including 
headaches, earache and nausea when near 
ultrasonic devices such as public address 
systems. He found high levels of ultrasound, up to 
94 decibels, compared with a maximum of 65dB 
allowed in the workplace. Ultrasound consists of 
soundwaves above most adults’ audible range of 
up to 20kHz. More devices now use ultrasound 
including some mobile phones and TVs. Existing 
regulations are outdated, based on a very few 
small studies in the 1970s. (Mark Bridge: “Boom in 
ultrasound poses risk to public public” Times, July 7 2018) 
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SCREEN TIME 
# 

A. Science:  brain damage 
NIH: thinning of brain cortex; 
skills not transferable 
The USA National Institutes of 
Health has spent $300 million 
studying 11,000 children for a 
decade to see if screens are 
impacting adolescent brain 
development. The MRI scans 
found significant differences in 
the brains of some who use 
smartphones and video games 
more than 7 hours a day, with a 
premature thinning of the cortex, 
the outside brain layer process-
ing information from the five 
senses. Dr Gaya Dowling: “what 
we would expect to see later is 
happening a little bit earlier.” 
Kids who spend more than 2 
hours a day on screens got 
lower scores on thinking and 
language tests.  
Dr. Dimitri Christakis: Babies 
playing with iPads “don't transfer 
what they learn from the iPad to 
the real world, i.e. if you give a 
child an app where they play 
with virtual Legos, virtual blocks, 
and stack them, and then put 
real blocks in front of them, they 
start all over. It's not a 
transferable skill. They don't 
transfer the knowledge from two 
dimensions to three.”  
(Anderson Cooper: “Ground-breaking study 
examines effects of screen time on kids” 
CBS News 60 Minutes, December 9 2018) 

 
120 seconds’ screen time 
radiation changes ERK: 60-
year-old senility in 9-year-olds 
Karl Muller, December 17 2018 
on ‘60 Minutes’: “The microwave 
radiation from mobile phones 
has been found to pathologically 
activate the mechanism known 
as long-term potentiation of the 
brain (LTP), in which the 

synapses of the cortex are 
systematically strengthened in 
response to repeated brainwave 
patterns. Thus a musician who 
practices endless scales will 
have a far more highly 
developed cortex, due to LTP. 
[link to a 40-page affidavit on 
research at the Weizmann 
Institute, Israel] … The 
biochemical cascade triggered 
by 2 minutes of cellphone 
radiation, the “ERK” cascade, 
centrally occurs in LTP - the 
very one that helps to hard-wire 
the cortex. I specifically 
predicted damage to the cortex 
in young people. Dr Joseph 
Friedman, the lead researcher, 
wrote back saying that (a) I was 
correct, this signal-induced ERK 
reaction did occur in the glial 
cells in connection with LTP, 
and (b) there was not a single 
paper in the entire literature 
looking at the effects of 
microwaves on LTP. This 
thinning of the cortex typically 
starts getting bad in your 60s. 
You are clearly showing that 9- 
and 10-year-olds are showing 
the sort of senility you expect of 
a 60-year-old. This is drastically 
“premature”.  Dr Leif Salford, of 
Lund University, Sweden, in 
2003 was predicting “teenage 
dementia” as a result of brain 
damage from toxins leaking 
across the blood-brain barrier 
(BBB). Two hours of cellphone 
radiation was enough to cause 
major brain damage in rats, due 
to this factor. Again, two 
minutes of radiation is enough 
to show damage to the BBB. 
(Karl Muller: “You can dump your Apple 
stocks where they belong and run for your 
lives” EMF Refugee, March 29 2019) 

Screen-time addiction risks 
and stunting development 
The debate in Silicon Valley 
now is about how much 
exposure to phones is O.K. The 
daughters, ages 5 and 3, of 
Kristin Stecher, a former social 
computing researcher married 
to a Facebook engineer, have 
no screen time “budget” and no 
regular screen hours, except for 
a long car or plane trip. (Nellie 
Bowles: “A Dark Consensus About Screens 
and Kids Begins to Emerge in Silicon Valley” 
New York Times, October 26 2018) 

 
Children uniquely vulnerable 
to wireless radiation 
“Children’s growing minds and 
bodies make them uniquely 
vulnerable to the effects of the 
environment around them, 
including all types of radiations 
generated by mobile phones 
etc.” (Dr Faisal Khan: “Your child’s 
smartphone is doing him more harm 
than good” Daily Times, January 14 
2019) 
 
Viner Report on Screen Time: 
evidence for obesity and 
depression 
The report’s abstract: “We found 
moderately strong evidence for 
associations between screen 
time and greater obesity and 
higher depressive symptoms.”  
(Stiglic N, Viner RM: “Effects of screentime 
on the health and well-being of children and 
adolescents: a systematic review of reviews” 
BMJ Open, 2019) 

 
Tech companies: duty of care 
to minimise screen time 
The Viner study adds credence 
to the idea that technology 
companies may have a duty of 
care to minimise the screen time 
that they impose on users. 
(Paul Marsden: “New study links screen time 
to sixteen health and wellbeing problems” 
Digital Well-being Centre, January 4 2019) 
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B. Screen time limits: 
educational reasons 

2006: campaign against the 
“death of childhood” 
In 2006 a letter from Sue 
Palmer and Dr Richard House 
was published in the Daily 
Telegraph signed by 110 
leaders in education and related 
fields including Philip Pullman, 
Jacqueline Wilson, Michael 
Morpurgo, Baroness Greenfield 
and Dr Penelope Leach. They 
argued that children need real 
play, not sedentary, screen-
based entertainment, first-hand 
experience of the world and 
regular interaction with the real 
significant adults. It cited 
research by Prof Michael 
Shayer at KCL which showed 
that UK 11-year-olds measured 
in cognitive tests were "on 
average between two and three 
years behind where they were 
15 years ago". The Telegraph 
took up this campaign to halt 
“the death of childhood”. 
(Letter: Modern life leads to more 
depression among children” Daily 
Telegraph, September 12 2006; Ben 
Fenton: “Junk culture 'is poisoning our 
children': Experts are deeply concerned at 
the escalating incidence of childhood 
depression” Daily Telegraph, September 12 
2006; Ben Fenton: “Daily Telegraph 
campaign to halt 'death of childhood'” Daily 
Telegraph, September 13 2006) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2016: call for guidelines  
Ten years later Baroness Susan 
Greenfield, Lord Rowan 
Williams, Sir Philip Pullman, Sir 
Anthony Seldon, Sir Jonathon 
Porritt and others called for 
“National guidelines on screen-

based technology for children 
up to the age of 12, produced by 
recognised authorities in child 
health and development”. 
(Sue Palmer et al.: “Screen-based lifestyle 
harms children’s health” Letters, Guardian, 
December 25 2016) 

 
Bans on mobiles in schools 
France has banned mobile 
phones in schools. In Ontario 
cellphones will be banned in 
classrooms. The Progressive 
Conservatives proposed a ban 
during last year’s election 
campaign. About 97 % of 
respondents favoured some sort 
of restriction on phones in class. 
(“Ontario to ban cellphones from 
classrooms” The Canadian Press, 680 
News, March 12 2019) 

 
C. Psychologists and 

industry: no limits 
2017: psychologists and 
industry v. screen time limits 
In reaction to the letter of 
December 25 2016, Peter 
Etchells headed a counter letter: 
“There is an important debate to 
be had about screen time, but 
we need quality research and 
evidence to support it.”  A 
meeting on “Screen Time” at the 
Wellcome Collection in 2017 
included Etchells, a psychologist 
at Bath Spa, and Tom Chivers, 
late Buzzfeed science 
correspondent, who both 
objected to ES-UK’s poster on 
IARC’s 2B classification for 
mobile phones. Others included 
Andy Przybylski, and Alice Kay, 
a Press Officer at the pro-
industry Science Media Centre, 
which relied on Repacholi to 
claim (“Expert reaction to Italian 
ruling on brain tumours and 
mobile phone use”, October 19 
2012) that “We all agree that 
there is no link between brain 
cancer and mobile phone use”, 
after IARC in 2011 said the 

evidence of brain cancer from 
mobile phone radiation made it 
a 2B human carcinogen. (Pete 
Etchells et al.: “Screen time guidelines need 
to be built on evidence, not hype” letter, 
Guardian, January 6 2017) 

 
Screen time: ‘moral panic’ 
Three psychologists claimed in 
2018 that “the cycle of moral 
panic around screen time and 
technology use feels endless”. 
(Amy Orben, Pete Etchells, Andy Przybylski: 
“Three problems with the debate around 
screen time” Guardian, August 9 2018) 

 
D. Government: parents 

and children responsible 
Government precaution, but 
no health link with technology 
For the first time, Dame Sally 
Davies, the Chief Medical 
Officer, lays down usage 
guidelines, recommending a 
break every 2 hours and no 
social media at before bed. But 
Dame Sally will report there is 
no definitive link between 
technology and growing mental 
health problems among children 
and young people. Dame Sally 
Davies said: “We need to take a 
precautionary approach.”  
(Jack Doyle, Ben Spencer: “Screen limits for 
children: Government lays out its first official 
guidelines for youngsters' web use” Daily 
Mail, February 2 2019; Nicola Davis: “Do not 
let children take electronic devices into 
bedrooms, say doctors” Guardian, February 
7 2019) 

 
Children to be taught about 
wireless and screen dangers 
Nick Gibb, the schools minister, 
concerned that too many 
children are using mobile 
phones at night and arriving at 
school the next day tired, said 
that the government would 
introduce lessons for pupils on 
how to limit their screen time. 
Guidance being drawn up by the 
Department for Education will 
require pupils to be taught about 
the dangers of excessive use 
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within personal, social, health 
and economic education from 
September 2002.  
(Matt Chorley: “Ban mobile phone use in 
schools: Minister warns of dangers to 
children” Times of London, February 2 2019) 

 
House of Commons 
Committee on Impact of 
screen-use: AGNIR 2012  
                     needs updating 
(63) We received some 
evidence that considered the 
health effects of non-ionising 
radiation, notably from the use 
of wi-fi on devices such as 
smartphones and tablets. We 
note that PHE’s guidance on 
this matter has been informed 
by a review of the scientific 
evidence undertaken by AGNIR 
in 2012 … (64) …  we ask the 
Government to outline what 
assessment it has made of the 
quantity and quality of the 

research on this topic, published 
since 2012, and to explain 
whether another evidence 
review is now warranted.  
[also Conclusion 7] The 169 
submissions included a number 
on the health damage from 
wireless radiation relating to the 
impact of screen time, among 
them Electrosenstivity UK. 
(House of Commons, Science and 
Technology Committee: “Impact of social 
media and screen-use on young people’s 
health” Fourteenth Report of Session 2017–
19, January 29 2019) 

 
Screen time: UK adviser puts 
industry before children’s 
health 
Professor Russell Viner, co-
author of the report on screen 
time, is the UK’s first Professor 
of Adolescent Health at the UCL 
Institute of Child Health, 
London, and president of the 
Royal College of Paediatrics 

and Child Health. He has acted 
as an advisor on adolescent 
health and obesity for the 
Department of Health and the 
World Health Organisation. He 
stated:  
"They [Canada and America] do 
have guidelines from a health 
part but, of course, those 
guidelines conflict with what the 
education system and industry 
are trying to do, so we can't 
have those two things going in 
different directions".  
(“Turn off children’s gadgets an hour before 
bedtime, parents advised”, ITV News, 
January 4 2019; Penny Marshall, ITV News 
Social Affairs Editor: Video Report, 2 min) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

5G HARM 
 

Petition 
"Launch an independent enquiry into the health 
and safety risks of 5G." Deadline: June 2 2019. 
https://petition.parliament.uk/petitions/233707 
 
UK 5G petition: response not accurate 
After it reached 10,000 signatures, the UK 
government responded on March 19 2019: 
“The overall weight of evidence does not suggest 
devices producing exposures within current 
guidelines pose a risk to public health.” This is not 
accurate. It reflects only the minority viewpoint of 
the pro-industry ICNIRP/WHO cartel. The actual 
overall weight of evidence, according to the 
majority scientific viewpoint, clearly and 
convincingly suggests a risk to public health. See 
the EMF Call. Science has known since 1953 that 
RF causes cancer and the $30 million NTP study 
confirmed this, showing ‘clear evidence’ of cancer, 
their highest rating, after the FDA asked the NTP 
to see if mobile phones cause cancer. 
 

 
PHE on 5G:  increased exposure;  
                      rely on ICNIRP and AGNIR! 
In reply to Emma Gomez’s question, “Please, can 
you tell me what is the highest level of EMF that is 
safe for a human foetus to sustain within the first 
100 days from conception?” (“5G Risk to health” 
www.whatdotheyknow.com/request/5g_risk_to_he
alth) PHE wrote on January 22 2019: “Please 
refer to the ICNIRP guidelines, in particular the 
basic restriction applicable to fetal exposure. 
Please find attached The PHE RF advice 
summary which contains a link to the guidelines 
and provides links to the reviews of scientific 
studies that support PHE's advice.” However, the 
ICNIRP guidelines are based on Schwan’s 1953 
mistake and are only for short-term heating effects 
up to 6 or 30 minutes, whereas a foetus can be 
exposed to phone masts and 5G for longer. The 
PHE refers to its notorious AGNIR 2012 report, 
shown conclusively to be unsafe and inaccurate. 
PHE admitted “It is possible that there may be a 
small increase in overall exposure to radio waves 
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when 5G is added to an existing network or in a 
new area.” 
 
5G untested; ICNIRP does not protect health 
Professor Dariusz Leszczynski said: “The 5G’s 
millimeter-waves - similarly to 1G, 2G, 3G, 4G - 
were not tested for their impact on human health 
before deployment. Permission to deploy wireless 
technologies was, and remains, based solely on 
an assumption the low power emitted by these 
devices will not have an effect on human health. 
Epidemiological studies have shown use of such 
cell phones that were compliant with the current 
safety standards and emitted radiation levels that 
were below current ICNIRP safety limits for over 
10 years led to an increased risk of developing 
brain cancer. The current safety standards are 
insufficient to protect the health of users.” 
(Miriam Fisher: “Radiofrequency expert warns 5G radiation could be 
carcinogenic” The West Australian, February 15 2019) 

 
5G: ill health 
People are suffering from headaches, nausea, 
and what feel like blood sugar problems, living 
downtown in the vicinity of the 5G cells in 
Sacramento. (Adam Goldberg: ““5G: The Most Censored Story 
Of 2018”: Researcher Exposes Health Dangers to City Council” 
ANON News, December 17 2018) 

 
Barrie Trower: ‘5G Gigantic health hazard’ 
Interview by Sir Julian Rose (YouTube, Dec. 14 2018, 96 
min.) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DLVIbPtNrVo&t=392s 

 
International Society of Doctors for 
Environment: halt 5G 
In addition to the international EMF Call’s majority 
scientific viewpoint asking for a moratorium on 
5G, ISDE also wants a ban in respect of the 
precautionary principle. 
(April 2018 Author: Agostino Di Ciaula ISDE Scientific Office) 

 
5G: Cornish tests 
Cornwall, like Cumbria, has been chosen for 5G 
rural tests. Jane Harvey, of Villagers Against 
Masts, is concerned at the spate of suicides in 
Bristol with its university 5G testbed. (Amy Porter & 
Max Channon: “Suicide fear over 'weapons grade' technology being 
tested in Cornwall” Plymouth Live, October 18 2018) 
 
Avoid 5G South Western Railway  
Hugh Clancy, First Rail’s Commercial Director, 
said that South Western Railway will become the 

UK’s first 5G railway. (Michelle Donegan: “All Aboard for 5G-
Powered Wi-Fi on UK Trains”, 5G News, February 26 2019) 

 
Green Party suggested motion: halt 5G 
A suggested 5G First Agenda Motion for the UK 
Green Party: “Campaign for an urgent moratorium 
on the implementation of 5G Wireless Network 
Technology” 
 
5G illegal under the Nuremberg Code as ‘a 
public health experiment’ 
5G appears illegal on three grounds: 
1. Testing 5G breaches the Nuremberg Code, 
which requires informed consent: UN, 1950. 
2. The United Nations’ International Covenant on 
Civil and Political Rights, article 7, prohibits 
medical and scientific experimentation without 
consent. The ICNIRP chair, Dr E van Rongen, has 
stated of 5G that “It is not set up as a public 
health experiment but of course you can consider 
it as such."   
(Margi Murphy: Sunday Telegraph, March 3 2019) 

3. Under government requirements, e.g. EU law, a 
Strategic Environmental Assessment should have 
been carried out before the implementation of the 
5G Wireless Network Technology was authorised. 
These are still awaited. 
 
John Locke: a government failing to protect 
citizens’ health is illegitimate 
“The aim of such a legitimate government is to 
preserve, so far as possible, the rights to life, 
liberty, health and property of its citizens, and to 
prosecute and punish those of its citizens who 
violate the rights of others … An illegitimate 
government will fail to protect the rights to life, 
liberty, health and property of its subjects” 
(The Two Treatises of Civil Government, 2nd Treatise, ch. 2). 
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5G BANS AND OPPOSITION 
 

A growing number of countries and cities around the world are now banning 5G.  
Another city’s response is to provide reduced-radiation zones for people with EHS.

 
Brussels environment minister bans 5G 
Céline Fremault, the Brussels environment 
minister, has banned a pilot 5G scheme because 
it would break Brussels’ radiation guidelines: "I 
cannot welcome such technology if the radiation 
standards, which must protect the citizen, are not 
respected, 5G or not. The people of Brussels are 
not guinea pigs whose health I can sell at a profit. 
We cannot leave anything to doubt." 
(“Radiation concerns halt Brussels 5G development, for now” 
Brussels Times, April 1 2019) 

 
Finland: opposition to 5G health dangers 
Helena Ertz leads 2,300 backers in a petition to 
the government seeking to completely ban 5G 
because of the higher density of 5G base stations 
and radiation compared with 4G. (Santosh Kumar: 
“Finnish Citizens seek to ban 5G Technology in Finland owing to its 
Adverse Impact on Human Health” Swiss Times, March 18 2019) 

 
Ravensburg: 5G strategy with reduced 
radiation zones for EHS 
The 5G digitization strategy for Ravensburg, 
Germany, states: “The project should be 
accompanied by scientific and medical 
investigations into the effects of radiation 
exposure. Furthermore, zones or rooms with 
reduced radiation exposure are to be created for 
electrosensitive people.”  
(“Digitization strategy of the city of Ravensburg”, February 18 2019) 

 
German 5G petition  
A petition asking the German Parliament to stop 
the award of 5G frequencies has reached 54,643 
signatures, surpassing the quorum, according to 
the environmental group Diagnose: Funk, based 
on "scientifically justified doubts about the safety 
of this technology". (“Germans petition Parliament to stop 5G 
auction on health grounds” Telecompaper, April 8 2019) 

 
Swiss moratorium on 5G 
The Vaud Cantonal Parliament (Grand Council 
Vaudois) voted for a moratorium on 5G antennas, 
until the Swiss Federal Office for the 
Environment reports on 5G. (“5G: Vaud adopte la 
résolution pour un moratoire” Le Temps, April 9 2019) 

 

 

Waterford, Ireland: protest against 5G. Feb. 2019 
 

Geneva ban on 5G 
The Canton of Geneva voted 58 to 28 to ban the 
construction of 5G antennae, first requiring 
investigations into health implications. (“Canton of 
Geneva prohibits construction of 5G” Telecompaper, April 11 2019) 

 
Petaluma: 5G masts 500 feet from residences 
and 1,500 from next mast 
On July 16 2018 Petaluma City Council, 
California, voted that each new 5G facility must be 
at least 500 feet from any residence and at least 
1,500 feet from another tower. Any ground-
mounted equipment which can’t be installed 
inside the pole has to be underground, within 
three feet of it. New wires must be installed within 
the circumference of the existing pole.  
(Yousef Baig: “Petaluma sets cell phone tower policy” Argus Courier, 
Petaluma 360, July 27 2018) 

 
5G’s beam-forming handsets: block near user, 
but blocked full-power not measured 
“If the user’s tissue is close to a given module, the 
mm-wave path for that module will be blocked and 
the modem will select a different module and/or 
beam to avoid the user’s blocking effect. In this 
way, in practice, it is unlikely that the user would 
be exposed to long-duration full-power 
transmission … capacitive and proximity sensors 
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are used to disable transmission from a given 
mm-wave antenna array module when a user may 
be located in close proximity to the module and in 
a direction in the module may transmit … for each 
module’s testing, portions of the measurement 
planes around the device are excluded from 
measurement, since the proximity detection 
system would prevent transmission if the user 
occupied those regions … for each of the principal 
plane directions, the PD is measured at a 
conservative distance of 70 mm where the 
proximity sensor may stop detecting the presence 
of user.” (4.2.3 Beamforming; 4.2.4 Proximity Detection Scheme 
and Excluded Regions; T56XL1: Mobile 5G MOD RF Exposure Info 
Power Density Simulation report_0213 Motorola Mobility LLC: Power 
Density Simulation and Measurement Report, Dec. 2018, Rev. 1.2) 

 
5G: surveillance, control and ‘weaponising 
cities’ 
US General Robert Spalding, who was an advisor 
to Donald Trump, in a leaked memo warned 
against China controlling global information. He 
urged the US government to develop its own 5G 
network to prevent China from dominating the 
Internet over the next century, arguing that, once 
China controls the market for internet-connected 
devices, it will be able “to weaponise cities”. 
(Dan O'Donoghue: “US general warns China is ‘weaponising’ 5G for 
mass surveillance and control” Daily Star, January 6 2019) 
 

US towns stop 5G  
Danville, California, residents aren’t the first 
Americans to stop harmful 5G being installed.  Mill 
Valley, California, voted unanimously to halt new 
small 5G cell towers. Residents cited multiple 
studies showing cell phone radiation can cause 
cancer. Other towns blocking 5G over health 
concerns include Marin County and San Anselmo. 
The Federal Communications Commission is 
being investigated for collusion in federal 5G 
legislation which eliminated local control over 
installation. Telecom companies have 
been warning shareholders that they 
may eventually be held liable for harming 
everyone with their products and infrastructure. 
Insurance companies won’t cover telecom 
companies anymore. Last summer, New 
Yorkers reported about newly installed 5G 
affecting their health as well as their pets. 
(Matt Agorist: “City Blocks 5G Cell Tower Implementation Over 
Claims that it Can Cause Cancer” The Free Thought Project, 
September 12 2018; BN Frank: “California Residents Stopped 
Verizon from Installing Small Cell Tower Near Homes!” Activist Post, 
March 10 2019) 

Some other 5G health bans 
Florence, Italy; Rome XII, Italy; Portland Oregon, 
US. (Oasi Sana: “Florence brakes on 5G and applies the 
Precautionary Principle” March 28 2019; Terra Nuova Italy: “A 
Municipality of Rome votes against 5G: what will the Giunta do?” 
Satney J: “Portland Official’s Attempt To Block 5G Network 
Installation Over Health Risks” PrepForThat , March 24 2019;) 
 
US 5G demonstrations 
5G Crisis, a project of Americans for Responsible 
Technology, was planning demonstrations on May 
15 2019, with 59 cities involved as at April 15. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

5G: science on non-thermal effects: 
“acute inflammatory response”  
“a massive recruitment of newly infiltrated 
neutrophils was observed in the THz wave 
irradiated skin area after 6 hours, which suggests 
an induction of acute inflammatory response by 
the pulsed THz wave irradiation on the skin via a 
non-thermal process.” (Hwang Y et al.: Opt Express, 2014)  
“wound-like signal in skin which perturbs the 
wound healing process” 
“fs-THz radiation initiate a wound-like signal in 
skin with increased expression of TGF-β and 
activation of its downstream target genes, which 
perturbs the wound healing process in vivo.” 
(Kim KT et al.: Sci Rep., 2013)  

‘induce action potentials in neurons and cause 
calcium transients’ 
Non-thermal subnanosecond electric pulses and 
terahertz electromagnetic radiation induce action 
potentials in neurons and cause calcium 
transients in neuroblastoma-glioma hybrid cells, 
and complementary molecular dynamics 
simulations of phospholipid bilayers in electric 
fields in which membrane permeabilization occurs 
in less than 1 ns. (Vernier PT et al.: J Membr Biol., 2015) 

 
ES-UK Leaflet on 5G 

Available on the ES-UK website under Resources. 
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ECOCIDE: ENVIRONMENTAL EM HARM 
 
 

“Almost all the ‘creatures’ have gone” 
Clive Palmer, a Somerset farmer and 

businessman, writes: 
  We came to live in the countryside in August 
1969. Moving from the town we were amazed at 
the variety of birds and insects who were living 
around us. We bought a book on birds and 
insects and identifying the many types of 
creatures became an interesting hobby. The birds 
included: the common garden birds and many 
rarer types. Barn and noisy little owls, flycatchers, 
beautifully coloured gold-finches, two different 
types of woodpeckers and jays. Far too many to 
name all. 
 

  The insects were very numerous as well and we 
could not leave a window open on a summer’s 
night because our room would become full of 
moths and those big flying beetles which we used 
to call chafers which would startle you with an 
explosive bang if they flew into something and 
flying into a window would sound as if someone 
was throwing stones. Even an occasional bat 
would come in to wish us goodnight. 
 

  When putting your hand down the hole in the 
drive to turn off the water, your hand would be 
caressed by a sleepy, fat toad or slithering slow 
worms. Grass snakes could sometimes be 
discovered and on one occasion I thought I saw 
an adder. Newts and frogs were often found in the 
folds of a tarpaulin in my garage and we were 
careful cutting the lawn after August as it could 
contain numerous little frogs, not much bigger 
than the top of your thumb. After a long night drive 
my lights and windscreen would need serious 
attention next morning to clear the squashed 
insects. 
 

  Now, almost all the ‘creatures’ have gone. 
Windscreen and lights cleaner. No frogs, very few 
toads. If you leave your window open on a 
summer’s night, you may see one moth. Birds? A 
robin visits us daily but most other birds have 
disappeared, perhaps a blackbird will turn up and 
a few pigeons. This week we were visited by a 
solitary sparrow, an event to mark. 
 

  WHY? The agricultural methods have not 
changed much. In fact I would say that they could 

be more nature friendly. There has, however, 
been a huge increase in air travel and according 
to the season the sky is streaked with vapour 
trails. I counted 32 last Sunday morning and a 
middle-sized airliner like a Boing 737 can use up 
to 7,500 litres of fuel an hour.  
 

  The only other change is the appearance near 
our plot of four mobile phone aerials. I understand 
that the most common items to use microwaves 
are microwave ovens, but the magnetron is 
encased in a Faraday cage for safety. For radar, 
the first page of the installation instructions details 
the effects on living cells and precautions to be 
taken. And then, of course, there’s mobile 
phones. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

5G threatens the health of all species 
  Joel Moskowitz, director of health studies at 
Berkeley University, has warned that 5G 
"constitutes a massive experiment on the health 
of all species". 
(Lynne Wycherley: “Concerns mount over the Roll-out of 5G” 
Resurgence, March/April 2019) 

 
The Insect Inspector video: 

Why is 5G bug free? 
‘An insect Armageddon  

that may herald our own’ 
  5G will be the most effective pesticide since 
DDT. This untested global experiment may kill us 
all. Simply put, the 30-year radiation from millions 
of cellular phone masts is the single factor present 
in every region of insect decline.  
  Insects are like the canary in the coal mine. Their 
slump in numbers is a warning to us all. In short, 
5G poses a catastrophic threat to bugs the world 
over. Public officials can no longer plead 
ignorance when rubber stamping its roll-out.  
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  The 5G signals will be the same size as most 
insects, creating an electrical charge between the 
two. The energy flow also pulses, creating tiny 
shockwaves that damage eyes, wings, antennae, 
and other delicate body parts.  
  No tests have been run for potential damage to 
the environment - a failing that goes against the 
UN's Precautionary Principle, a risk analysis put in 
place after it was proved the asbestos and 
tobacco industries concealed known risks and 
dangers.  
  From bugs to birdsong, small things 
disappearing easily escape our notice, but insects 
make our life possible. Their destruction breaks a 
vital link in the food chain. Let us not sleepwalk 
towards an insect Armageddon that may herald 
our own. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=401&v=zwo2E9b9Ci
U (Michael Chapman Pincher: “5G Licenced to Kill. The Insect 
Inspector investigates what you are not being told about the 5G grid”, 
January 28 2019, 6 min.) 

 
“Bees and other insects disappearing” 

  Belyaev et al, 1996, reported resonance effects 
on the DNA structure at extremely low power 
densities of 0.000001 µW/m2 in the 40–50 GHz 
range. … under ICNIRP, 10,000,000 µW/m2 were 
legalised, more than 10 orders of magnitude 
higher than the natural fields. 
  Bees and other insects are disappearing. Birds 
avoid certain regions and are disoriented. 
Humans suffer functional problems and other 
sicknesses. 
  Unless mankind reminds itself of the basics of its 
existence and unless the politicians in charge put 
a stop to the present development, the damage to 
health and economic fundamentals is predictable 
and will fully manifest itself not now, but in the 
next generation. 
(Ulrich Warnke: “Bees, Birds and Mankind: Destroying Nature by 
‘Electrosmog’” Competence Initiative, 2007) 

 
Dr Dietricht Klinghardt: wireless: 80% of  
      insects and 75% of songbirds disappeared 
  “Wherever there’s cellphone reception, we know 
now that 80% of the insects have disappeared 
and 75% of the songbirds. It’s not the nicoti-
namides and other insecticides. They play a role, 
but the big one is the Wi-Fi. Because we know in 
Canada, there are areas where they still spray 
insecticides, but there’s no cellphone reception. 

The bees are completely well there. The other 
insects are thriving and the songbirds are thriving. 
It’s the Wi-Fi that is destroying life on the planet. 
There’s absolutely no question.” (Dr. Joseph Mercola: 
“The Increase in Internal Toxicity and the Effects of External Factors: 
A Special Interview With Dr. Dietrich Klinghardt” January 2019) 

 
5G ‘credible threat to wildlife’ 

EM radiation from power lines, Wifi, phone masts 
and broadcast transmitters poses a ‘credible’ 
threat to wildlife, the new EU-funded EKLIPSE 
report suggests, an analysis of 97 studies. 
Environmentalists warned the 5G roll out could 
cause greater harm. However the charity Buglife 
warned that despite good evidence of the harms 
there was little research ongoing to assess the 
impact, or apply pollution limits. (Sarah Knapton: “EM 
radiation from power lines and phone masts poses ‘credible’ threat to 
wildlife, report finds” Daily Telegraph, May 18 2018) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
King’s College: 5G 700 MHz, 26 GHz no impact 
on living beings but “studies not done yet” ! 
Is 5G technology safe for people and birds?  
-The City of London Corporation does not hold 
information on this matter. Our partner, 
King’s College, has commented:  
5G will use 3 new frequencies: 700MHz, 3.5GHz 
and 26GHz. 700MHz and 26GHz do not resonate 
with biological tissues [Evidence? – Ed.], and 
thus have no impact on living beings [Evidence? – 
Ed.]. 3.5GHz is just out of the resonance band of 
biological tissue [Evidence? – Ed.]. Whilst 
formal studies have not been done yet, it seems 
that 5G will be safe to use [Evidence? – Ed.]. 
Can you be 100% sure 5G will never kill?  
- King’s College has commented:  
As per above response, the impact onto biological 
beings from a radiation point of view will be 
statistically negligible [Evidence? – Ed.].  
(Andrew Peacher: Freedom of Information request to the City of 
London Corporation (CoL), April 5 2019)  
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LEGAL CASES RECOGNISING ES
Recent legal cases worldwide recognise physiological EHS, in particular: 

(a) causing EHS in an unsafe workplace is a workplace injury,  
(b) employers/schools must protect workers/pupils with EHS by making adjustments, and 

(c) EHS counts for disability awards/pensions or incapacity retirement (awarded in the UK since 2012).  
PHE, the ICNIRP and WHO urgently need to revise their outdated (2005) approach to real EHS. 

 
France: recognition of EHS as work injury 
In a judgment of January 17 2019, the 
Administrative Court of Cergy-Pontoise enjoins 
the public body which employs it, to recognize the 
electrohypersensitivity of a research technician as 
attributable to their work - the equivalent for the 
officials of the recognition of EHS as an 
occupational disease.  
Sophie Pelletier, president of PRIARTEM, calls it 
a double ‘first’: "This is the first time that the 
administrative jurisdiction has pronounced 
favourably on this question as regards a civil 
servant. And the icing on the cake, this is the first 
time in France that a court decision recognizes 
intolerance to EM waves as a disease attributable 
to work.” The worker became ill ten years ago 
after working for two years on a device emitting 
strong EMFs.  
Mr Lafforgue, lawyer of the applicant and 
PRIARTEM, said: "The judges considered that 
there was a sufficient probability that in the 
absence of other obvious causes, the chronic and 
prolonged exposure and increased sensitivity of 
the subject, allowed them to conclude that the 
work was accountable for the illness."  
At the end of 2018, an EHS technician working in 
a telecom company obtained from the Social 
Security Tribunal of Versailles the recognition as a 
work accident of an injury incurred at his place of 
work.  
(Press Release: “EHS - New judicial advance in France - 
Recognition of electrosensitivity as an occupational disease” 
Priartem, January 23 2019) 

 
Spain: recognition of EHS as work injury 
The Higher Court of Justice of Aragón (TSJA) has 
confirmed a ruling that links the electrosensitivity 
contracted by an employee of an energy company 
as the cause of an industrial accident resulting 
from his work as an engineer in electrical 
transformer centres.  
According to the Independent Association for the 
Defense of Health (Aisedes), this worker began to 
suffer the symptoms of his illness in 2009, after 

having been continuously exposed to EMFs. In 
2013 the company's medical services rated him 
as a person sensitive to EMFs, and yet he had to 
continue his work in places close to Wi-Fi and 
telephony antennas. The statement refers to two 
sentences, one from the Supreme Court of Italy 
and one from the High Court of Justice of Madrid 
that established a direct connection between 
radiation and serious diseases.  
The scientific community, adds Asides, has been 
saying for years that the increasing levels of EM 
pollution pose a risk to health and that radiation 
protection regulators are being "influenced" by 
telecommunications companies. The association 
highlights that the ruling recently issued by the 
TSJA joins other judicial decisions of Spanish 
courts that have granted work incapacity to 
workers affected by EHS.  
(“Spain: Higher Court of Justice of Aragon Links Electrosensitivity 
with Workplace Accidents: TSJA links electrosensitivity with 
workplace accidents” el Periodico de Aragon, Towards Better Health, 
January 9 2019) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Italian court reaffirms school Wifi shutdown to 
protect EHS pupil 
The judge of the second board of the second civil 
section of the Court of Florence, Susanna Zanda, 
on January 27 2019 ordered the immediate shut-
down of WiFi to protect the health of a minor, a 
pupil with EHS. The order notified to the school 
manager that the Botticelli Comprehensive 
Institute should immediately remove the WiFi 
systems in the institute. 
As the lawyer Agata Tandoi, defender of the 
family of "Mario" (name changed) stresses, the 
emergency device is not a judgment but a 
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preliminary act resulting from the presumption of 
the existence of sufficient environmental barriers 
for the child pupil: the judge, in fact, ordered the 
dismantling of routers and hotspots well before 
the final verdict and without having yet resolved 
the argument between the parties convinced that 
the passage of time can cause serious harm to 
the constitutional right to protect the health of the 
child immersed in the EMFs of the school. A 
hearing is scheduled for March to discuss whether 
the shutdown of Wi-Fi will be temporary or final. 
The prudential reasoning of Judge Zanda, 
extraordinarily innovative in the field of 
electrosmog, arises from the observation of the 
fact that the school, close to the Arno, is currently 
irradiated by non-ionizing waves, EMFs emitted 
by Wi-Fi, as dangerous for human health: … 
exposure produced by wireless devices, all the 
more risky for Mario suffering from a serious 
pathology for which doctors - as documentation 
produced in court by the parents - have already 
proven as "the sensitivity to EMFs".  
But that is not all. Also significant is the passage 
in which the magistrate states how in the school 
"Internet service can be guaranteed by the 
institute also through systems that do not produce 
electrosmog, without the use of wireless Wi-Fi", 
clearly pointing to the vision of the Decree 11 
January 2017 issued by former Minister for the 
Environment, Gian Luca Galletti, who ordered the 
replacement of Wi-Fi with safe wiring, i.e. the 
cable connection already provided in several 
virtuous schools of Italy (2013 motion of the 
Regional Council of Piedmont, 2015 motion of the 
Autonomous Province of Bolzano, while the City 
of Brescia has wired those in its municipality, and 
the mayor of Borgo Franco d'Ivrea made his 
classrooms electrosmog free).  
No Italian law obliges schools to equip themselves 
with WiFi, and computer rooms can always be 
cabled. (Maurizio Martucci: “In Florence, the court will turn off the 
Wifi at school. An extraordinarily innovative act” Il Fatto Quotidiano, 
January 28 2019) 

 
Californian Court:  Wifi illness award  
Ms Merrilee Longshoes and Mr Skyy Wolford of 
North San Juan, California, USA, have won a 
landmark decision in the County Court allowing 
them to receive disability benefits for EHS. It took 
over two years.  
Mr. Wolford said: “This ruling is not just about 
Merrilee and me. It’s about all those who suffer 

from EMS and don’t have a voice. From now on, 
the scourge of modern EM poisoning will have to 
answer to Social Services.”  
The court accepted their symptoms as preventing 
them from working and awarded a disability 
allowance.  
Ms. Longshoes said: “The whole court process 
was horrible. The lawyers were saying that we 
were mentally ill, which was separate from EMS. 
But in the past couple of years, my symptoms 
have been getting worse. Right after PG&E put in 
that Smart Meter. My Lyme disease has become 
worse, despite the thousands of dollars I’ve spent 
with my Naturopathic Physician. Now I can’t think 
clearly. I can’t eat gluten anymore. And the 
constant headaches! It’s especially worse when I 
head into town. So, it’s all due to encroaching 
presence of Wifi.”  
Both Ms Longshoes and Mr Wolford will each 
receive upwards of $843.00 per month of disability 
insurance payments, and be eligible for both 
SNAP [Food Stamps] and Section 8 housing 
benefits.  
Although the judge said no manufacturers of Wi-Fi 
equipment would be held culpable for damages, 
Daft Franklin, a Wifi industry consultant of 
Roseville who represents the Discrete Wifi 
Manufacturers Association of America, said: 
“Obviously we are concerned about the 
implications of this ruling. This kind of precedent 
could really be trouble for our industry.” (Fink: 
“Activists Win Wifi Illness Disability Claim” Gish Gallop, March 5 
2019)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Australian law firm wants Wifi, mobiles and 
masts injury cases 
“If you believe that the effects of Wifi, mobile 
phones, or mobile phone tower base stations 
have caused injury to yourself, your child/children 
or a friend, you are not alone. If you are 
concerned about EMR exposure and you think 
that it may have caused your or your child health 
problems or injury please contact us to discuss.”  
(Premier Compensation Lawyers, New South Wales, Australia, 
January 2019)
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LEGAL CASES AGAINST REGULATORS 
and PHONE COMPANIES etc. 

 
South Africa bans tower: 
judge against being driven 
from home for material gain 
Clive Granville: “We were self-
represented and I wrote the 
urgent application and the 
argument. It was quite drawn 
out in verbal argument with 
Atlas tower and Telkom 
opposing. The City did not 
oppose or appear. The High 
Court in Johannesburg was very 
unhappy with the Council and 
with the Atlas for not notifying 
residents and for not checking 
on the unsightly impact and the 
judge ordered the tower turned 
off because of the health impact 
on me. The Respondents and 
other parties have to show 
cause why it should not stay off 
until all litigation is complete. I 
got a fair and knowledgeable 
judge (Justice Cassim). He kept 
telling me he had read my 
papers. The fight will escalate, 
but it was a great victory 
because it was on the scientific 
basis of medical harm. When 
they cited ICNIRP and the WHO 
the judge asked them for their 
scientific evidence to support 
the lack of danger. The Telkom 
counsel said they would provide 
masses of scientific data in 
trying to get it turned on again, 
but I said “Bring it on”. Telkom 
suggested in their affidavit that 
“It does appear available for the 
applicants to relocate as they 
have suggested in their papers. 
Whilst this is of course not 
desirable, it appears in these 
unusual circumstances that the 
balance of convenience would 
suggest such a course of action” 

- the “balance of convenience” 
being the profits that Telkom 
would lose. The judge was quite 
unhappy that we should be 
driven from our home simply for 
material gain.” 
(James Lech: “EP 25 – Part 1 OF 4 – 
Superdads – South African judge orders 
mast powered down on health reasons” 
December 16 2018) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Canada: schools should use 
long-term non-thermal safety 
guidelines 
Janis Hoffmann, of Parents for 
Safe Schools, wrote to Dr 
Bonnie Henry, BC Provincial 
Health Officer of Victoria, on 
April 20 2018 explaining that 
parents want to protect their 
children from harm, calling on 
him immediately to recommend 
hard-wired connections. 
Vancouver Island School 
Boards shifted the responsibility 
to their School Medical Health 
Officer, Dr Stanwick, who 
endorsed the installation of a 2B 
carcinogen but is unable to 
provide parents with any studies 
proving its safety. Dr Stanwick 
then shifted the responsibility to 
the Provincial Health Officer. 
The BC Ministry of Education 
stated that services like Wifi are 
the responsibility of local 
education boards and school 
district administrators. On 
February 20 2013 James 

McNamee, scientist for Health 
Canada, admitted in the 
Superior Court of Quebec that 
Safety Code 6 is based only on 
thermal effects, meaning 
Canada has no protection from 
long-term biological effects at 
non-thermal levels. Canadian 
schools do not have to follow 
Safety Code 6, since schools 
are not federally regulated sites 
and SC 6 does not apply to 
long-term Wifi exposure in 
schools. 
 
Canadian lawsuit against 
government entities and 
corporations allowing EM 
radiation above guidelines 
Canadian citizens have filed a 
class action lawsuit in the 
Superior Court of the 
Providence of Quebec (Case 
No. 500-06-000760-153) 
holding liable the government 
entities and corporations 
responsible for the proliferation 
of EMF and RFR technologies. 
It is based on the threshold 
guidelines for sensitive 
populations compared with 
actual exposures. (Anna Hunt: 
“Citizens of Quebec file Class Action Suit 
against EMF and RFR Producers” Waking 
Times, July 26 2018) 
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Italian court orders 
government safety campaign 
On January 15 2019 an Italian 
court, following its decision of 
November 2018, ordered the 
government to launch an 
information campaign to advise 
the public of the health risks 
from mobile and cordless 
phones, to begin by July 16 
2019. 
(Microwave News: “Italian Court Orders 
Public Safety Campaign: Must Begin by July 
16”, January 16 2019; Sarah Martinenghi: 
“Smartphone, the Lazio TAR orders an 
information campaign on health risks” La 
Repubblica, January 16 2019) 

 
Australia: 5G Class Action 
planned:  
A public meeting on August 4 
2018 at Mullumbimby, 
Queensland, discussed a 
possible class action. Barrister 
Ray Broomhall, scientists and 
doctors were involved. 
(Dariusz Leszczynski: "Something 
potentially BIG is brewing down-under for 
the 5G – A class action lawsuit" BRH, July 
30 2018) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
India: legal challenge to 
phone mast harm 
India’s Supreme Court on 
September 14 2018 accepted 
actor Juhi Chawla’s request for 
tighter norms governing cell 
phone tower radiation. A 
parliamentary committee earlier 
found that the Department of 
Telecommunications had 
selectively accepted studies that 
favoured the interests of 
telecom companies and higher 
power-density limits, while 
completely ignoring studies that 
showing harm. (Maitri Porecha: “SC 
admits pleas against mobile tower radiation” 
Hindu Business Line, September 14 2018) 

US (a) EHS customers: no 
wireless smart meters and no 
fee 
“The Commission believes it is 
inappropriate to require 
customers who maintain that 
they need to avoid exposure to 
RF emissions to the extent 
possible to protect their health 
to pay DEC’s proposed smart 
meter opt-out charges.”  
(page 14, North Carolina Utilities 
Commission, Docket No. E-7, Sub 1115; E-
100, Sub. 147; E-100, Sub. 153, June 22 
2018) 

 
US (b) EHS customers: no 
wireless smart meters and no 
fee 
Andrew McAfee, a former music 
professor at UNC Chapel Hill 
and one-time principal horn for 
the N.C. Symphony Orchestra 
for 15 years, who finds that 
proximity to cellphone towers, 
WiFi signals and wireless utility 
meters causes a burning 
sensation on his skin, gives him 
sweats and makes him agitated, 
approved the removal of Duke's 
opt-out fees since they added 
insult to injury for many who 
suffer debilitating electro-
sensitivity conditions and their 
associated health costs: “Most 
importantly, the NCUC order 
recognizes our medical doctor's 
proper role in determining what 
is healthy, not the FCC." 
(John Murawski: “Don’t Want a Smart 
Meter? Get a Doctor’s Note: North 
Carolina’s Duke Energy is giving customers 
a unique way to opt out of smart utility 
meters, but it requires getting a doctor to 
diagnose them with electrosensitivity.” 
(GovTech, June 26 2018) 

 
Australia: smart meter opt-out 
The Australian Energy Market 
Commission (AEMC) has made 
a final rule to allow metering 
coordinators to deactivate the 
communications on already-
installed smart meters. 

(“NSW, QLD, SA, Tas and ACT electricity 
customers allowed to have communications 
on ALREADY-INSTALLED smart meters 
TURNED OFF” StopSmartMeters Australia, 
April 5 2019) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Israel removes mast near 
school because of ES 
On December 24 2018 the 
Knesset Education Committee 
voted to remove all the 
antennas in front of ORT 
HOLON school within 3 months 
because about 59% the pupils 
developed radiation sickness 
symptoms according to a 
survey done by the parents. 
(NoRad4U, December 24 2018) 

 
US: phone mast switched off 
to stop cancer 
Sprint has turned off a cell 
phone tower at Weston 
Elementary School, a Ripon 
elementary school, California. 
Four students and three 
teachers at Weston have been 
diagnosed with different forms 
of cancer since 2016 and two 
preschool-age children living 
near the school have been 
treated for a malignant tumour 
and leukaemia, and a 22-year-
old former student had a brain 
tumour last year. (Ken Carlson: 
“Turned off: Sprint shuts down cell tower at 
Ripon school over parents’ cancer concerns” 
The Modesto Bee, March 28 2019) 

 
US legal challenge to 
outdated heating guidelines 
The Montgomery County 
Council and County Executive 
Ike Leggett are planning to sue 
the FCC to force it to update its 
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RF emissions standards for 
small cell antennas. Separately, 
Montgomery County is one of 
40 jurisdictions across the 
country that is involved in a 
lawsuit challenging the FCC’s 
pre-emption order concerning 
cell antennas. (Dan Schere: “County 
To Sue FCC Over Radio Frequency 
Emission Standards for Small Cell 
Antennas” Bethesda Magazine, November 
15 2018) 

 
FFC commissioner Brendan 
Carr told to prove 5G is safe 
On December 3 2018 US 
Senator Richard Blumenthal, a 
member of the Senate 
Commerce Committee, and 
Rep. Anna Eshoo, wrote to 
Federal Communications 
Commission (FCC) Brendan 
Carr seeking information on how 
his agency has determined 5G 
technology is safe. They gave 

Barr a December 17 2018 
deadline. 
(Ana Radelat: “Blumenthal wants FCC to 
prove 5G wireless technology is safe” CT 
Mirror, December 3 2018) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Verizon: danger of ‘significant 
damages’ 
“We are subject to a significant 
amount of litigation, which could 
require us to pay significant 
damages or settlements.” 
Verizon Annual Report, 2014. 
(B.N. Frank: “In 2014, Verizon 
Acknowledged Probable Future Lawsuits 
and Settlements in re Cell Phones and 
Towers” Activist Post, January 12 2019) 

Vodafone: EMF health risks 
“EM signals emitted by mobile 
devices and base stations may 
be found to pose health risks, 
with potential impacts including: 
changes to national legislation, 
a reduction in mobile phone 
usage or litigation. … Our vision 
is to lead within the industry in 
responding to public concern 
about mobiles, masts and 
health.” (Vodafone: Annual Report, 2017, 
p.32) 

 
USA: Bills for Warnings on 
WiFi etc. 
Three bills in the Oregon 
Legislature would give more 
information about RF radiation 
from devices and help limit their 
exposure to children in schools. 
(Joanne Zuhl: “Do we need warnings on Wi-
Fi? Oregon lawmakers push for guidelines 
on disclosing possible health risks from 
electromagnetic radiation in schools” Street 
Roots News, February 18 2019) 

ES STORIES 
 

Primary Teacher: Cell Towers Hurt My Head! 
 

 “I love my job as a primary teacher and enjoy making a positive difference in the lives of children 
and their families. I have a zest for the outdoors and I believe in living life to its fullest. It’s important 
to me that I can give my best to myself, my family and the people I work with in an environment 
that doesn’t hurt me. 
 

I know of teachers from 10 districts of Ontario and across Canada who are now sensitive around 
cell phones and cell towers. We get sick around very low wireless signals in the microwave range, 
and we need the chance to recover. 
 

Wifi signals from cell towers feel intrusive to my body. Exposure to these signals leaves me feeling 
a range of symptoms from pins and needles to razor-sharp posterior head pains which feel like 
someone is stabbing the back of my head, followed by frontal head pressure that accumulates over 
days, migraines and extreme fatigue that can last up to three days. With every exposure, my body 
appears to be less capable of managing this energy. Signal intensity, proximity to the source and 
duration of exposure have an impact on my health. 
 

I’m normally calm, but I feel agitated and in pain if I have to stop at a street light a hundred meters 
or less from a cell tower. My mom also has this sensitivity. 
 

I speak to 700 teachers a year at ETFO’s Annual General Provincial Meetings.  More teachers are 
expressing concerns about the biological effects they are feeling when they are using their cell 
phones. This is a perfect storm, waiting to happen.”  Shelley Wright, Canada, March 2019. 
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JUNE’S ES STORY 
 

Burnt by phone mast radiation:  
Public Health England “dismissive and 
patronising” and not protecting health 

 
June from Liverpool and now Wales writes of  

her experiences of electrosensitivity. 
 
I have been Electrosensitive for 20 years, since 
1999. For six of these years I did not know that 
this sensitivity existed. My electrosensitivity was, 
therefore, not caused psychologically, as Public 
Health England wrongly claims. 
 
In 2004 I saw a newspaper article about a young 
German woman who had fled her country seeking 
a safer place to live to escape her dreadful 
symptoms. Through this article I contacted her 
and self-diagnosed that I was also suffering 
electrosensitivity. She kindly helped me and gave 
me addresses of self-help groups, and we started 
corresponding. 
 
On January 10 2005 my neighbour moved his 
aerial from the loft to the roof of his house. A few 
hours later, walking into the lounge, I was blasted 
by an electromagnetic field through my 10 feet 
patio doors, which burnt my arms, neck and face. 
Initially I realised it had something to do with my 
neighbour’s TV connections and an O2 mast 
across the fields about 450 metres away. This 
mast carried two 900 MHz bands. 
 
My nightmare had begun. My left arm took the 
brunt of the radiation, swelling with fluid. I looked 
as if I had spent too long under a sun lamp. It was 
February, bitter cold and snowing. I rushed 
around my city of Liverpool for help, but nobody 
believed me, even though they witnessed the 
harm. You could feel the extreme heat through my 
clothing and my left arm felt like someone had 
spilled acid on it.  
 
My husband worked in Liverpool University, which 
includes a school of medicine, and eventually I 
sought some explanation from a scientist as to 
what had happened. He said that I had been hit 
with much radiation at many megaHertz for so 

much harm to have been done, and immediately 
phoned for a doctor at the university. 
 
I went to my neighbour to show him how bad my 
left arm was. He said he would turn off his Sky 
dish to see if this was the problem. He had five 
TVs, with an aerial, Sky dish and booster box. He 
turned off the Sky dish and within 48 hours my 
arm had returned to its normal size. He was 
sympathetic to me because he had recently lost 
his wife to an unusual syndrome connected to a 
skin reaction although she was only 45 years old. 
He removed the Sky dish. It seemed that the mast 
signal may have been deflected by his aerial or 
Sky dish and was emitting into the whole of the 
back of my home, mainly through the large patio 
doors. 
 
Nobody else believed this – my husband, sons, 
friends. Everyone thought it was crazy to blame 
my neighbour’s Sky dish, while witnessing the 
effect. The O2 representatives who visited were 
shocked at my appearance. They promised action 
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and eventually, through correspondence, agreed 
to turn off the mast for one week and pay for 
radiation in my home to be measured. It made no 
difference when the mast was switched off, since 
by then I needed more than one week for my arm 
to start adjusting. I received a report from the firm 
O2 sent to measure the radiation in my home and 
took it to the expert at the university and sent a 
copy to a retired physicist. The latter phoned me 
saying that, even with the signal off, there was 
something nasty going on around my home. He 
also stated that this technology was not being 
measured on the right scale and it was much 
more harmful than it seems. 
 

I the following year I was divorced. I was unable to 
suffer the daily disbelief from my husband, whilst 
suffering horrendous burning of my skin, plus 
other symptoms, all witnessed but dismissed. 
 

In Liverpool we have our own “Harley Street” of 
private doctors offering consultations and 
alternative therapies. I went to each one, even 
hypnotism and healing, with no improvement 
whatsoever. Also I went to Environmental Health, 
my M.P., and wrote to the Health Protection 
Agency (Public Health England). I tried all 
avenues, but nobody could help. 
 
My doctor was at a loss. He was worried that my 
arms and chest, now covered in tiny sores, would 
go septic. He asked if I wanted to see a counsellor 
because I was suffering these burns, but I said I 
did not. I could now not go near mobile phones, 
so how could a counsellor stop mobile phones or 
help in some way? 
 
I acquired a London solicitor via an American 
campaigner. He naturally advised that there was 
no way at that time of suing a mobile phone 
company, but this kind and concerned solicitor 
knew about electrosensitivity and over the years 
we corresponded. In 2007 he wrote that there was 
only one option, and that was to move house. 
 
I asked the solicitor how he knew about 
electrosensitivity and he replied that he had 
helped a doctor who had been sectioned. He had 
also been having meetings with the Health 
Protection Agency (now Public Health England) 
with a group of people, informing the agency that 
people with electrosensitivity need to be 
considered and helped by the UK authorities. 
These meetings in 2006-07 were making little 
progress, and the HPA (PHE) was typically 
dismissive. He tried so hard to convince the HPA 
(PHE), spending a lot of time doing so, but HPA 
(PHE) did not want to know. 
 
In 2008 my son and I moved house, firstly to a 
rented home in Liverpool, where I completely 
recovered from my skin problem. I was on ‘Cloud 
Nine’, convinced I was cured. The rented property 
was adjoining some woodland, which helped. For 
four months my son and I had peace and a 
normal life, with heating, TV, and lovely meals, all 
problematic with severe electrosensitivity. An 
electrosensitive friend visited me and was amazed 
at my change. I had given him and others hope. 
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Two weeks before Christmas a neighbour 
opposite in our close erected a European satellite 
dish above his Sky dish. I looked at it 
apprehensively but felt no reaction, Yes, I 
believed I was now ‘normal’, because this dish did 
not affect me at all. We had one perfect 
Christmas. 
 
Two weeks later my neighbour was on a ladder 
wiring up the large dish. It had never been 
connected up to that time. Within hours my house 
had become the equivalent to me of a microwave 
oven. My skin was alive, crawling with electrical 
sensations. I was in shock and could not sleep 
upstairs, so I slept in the dining room. Within a 
couple of weeks I was in a dreadful state.  
 
Somehow we managed to find quickly and rent a 
detached house in Ruthin, North Wales, through 
paying six months’ rent in advance, and with the 
help of my other son we left my home city within 
one week. In the process I lost £1,500 of my lease 
agreement, since I moved out after only four 
months. 
 
Since 2008 my son and I have moved six times, 
harmed by one radiation technology or another. I 
have written to Public Health England over this 
time, but they have always been dismissive and 
patronising. We have lived without heat for seven 
years, since my skin will not tolerate indoor heat, 
although natural radiation from the sun amazingly 
does no harm. Before becoming electrosensitive, I 
had never been sunburnt and I also have always 
had good healing skin.  

 
On a Christmas day, living in a stone cottage with 
19” thick walls which we had eventually bought, 
we woke up to -15 degrees and a snow blizzard. 
We were snowbound, with no heat I could 
tolerate, not hot water or hot food. Ice was on the 
inside of the double glazing, plate-sized 

‘snowflakes’ were in line on the inside of the 
kitchen wall and the patio doors were iced up. My 
other son who lived in Cheshire could not reach 
us. 
 
This winter damp and mould was everywhere. I 
had to throw out clothing, bedspreads, and 
cushions. I sat sobbing at the chaos around me 
and at all that I had lost. My son and I suffered 
restricted blood flow to our hands, his left and my 
right, where the blood, unable to flow to the finger 
tips, bursts through the skin. I also suffered 
cracked and bleeding ear lobes and nose, but 
astonishingly we did not get colds. My son wears 
warm clothes but I can wear only thin cotton and 
have bare legs. I have become sensitive to 
electric light and noises, and cannot tolerate wood 
and oil boilers which cause me chronic sinusitis 
and headaches. 
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This picture illustrates how electro-magnetic 
radiation can affect the skin like sunburn. The 
diagonal white line, arrowed, represents where 
there had been a fold in the skin, hiding it from the 
effects of the radiation. This “sunburn” from electro-
magnetic radiation occurred inside the house in 
February when it was snowing outside. 
 
 
Eventually we moved to the town of Ruthin, 
especially after our neighbour installed 21 solar 
panels which caused a reaction again. At first we 
were delighted by all the town amenities and the 
summer was normal. We registered again with the 
same doctors from 2008. One had said that it was 
bizarre to be sensitive to mobile phones; another 
said that if mobile phones are a problem, then 
keep away from them! I never went to the doctors 
again. 
 
The first installation of a smart meter did not 
bother me, but the second one did. I could not 
pass this house in our cul-de-sac and had to 
make a gap in the village green hedgerow to slip 
through onto the busy road. 
 
On March 1 2017 wirelessly operated road LED 
lights were installed. Their impact was immediate: 
dreadful pressure headaches. They are operated 
by a computer in Coventry. These LED 
streetlights give me symptoms which I have never 
experienced in 20 years of being electrosensitive, 
while escalating old ones. Black-out lined curtains 
keep out the light but have no effect on the 
frequency radiation. The local council and Cardiff 
planning claim there are no health issues with 
these lights, even though I have sent them 
negative reports. Moving to the back bedroom has 
made no difference. These LED lights have made 
me ultra- sensitive, forcing me live in the kitchen 
after getting a shock through the wall from the 

electric meter in the garage. I now live in half the 
kitchen, unable to go near the wall with three 
double sockets. All my kitchen appliances are 
disconnected and I do all washing by hand. 
 
Psychosomatic? I wish it was! 
 
I have the skin effect again, scratch in places till I 
bleed. My hair is lifeless, stuck to my head and it 
will not comb. If I go upstairs, changing from solid 
floors with pulsing to earth through my feet, to 
hollow ones, my stomach will badly keel over. My 
shoes are adapted, the soles changed to leather, 
and I then remove the metal shank and put in a 
wooden one and line all the inside in natural 
leather. I retire to bed at 4.00pm to avoid the 
worse impact of these LED lights, lying for 16½ 
hours in the dark. By 8.00 pm I feel the ‘sunburn’ 
effect, with my face burning, and I warm up – this 
effect occurs only around electromagnetic fields 
and radiation. 
 
The council road division fitted an absurd tiny 
piece of metal on the LED streetlamp. They 
claimed there was no evidence of any health 
issues with wireless LEDs, despite my evidence of 
ruined health! The LED lights emit an electronic 
frequency all the time they are on. They also 
leave an electrosmog in the atmosphere after they 
have gone off, which also mixes with other 
signalling. 
 

 
I am convinced that if electrosensitivity had been 
officially recognised in the UK over a decade ago 
and the public made aware of the risks of overuse 
of wireless devices, especially for young children, 
then health matters today would be entirely 
different. Electrosensitive people would not have 
suffered disbelief, discrimination and bullying and 
not so many lives would have been lost to cancer. 
This inhumanity towards sensitive people is 

ICNIRP
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astounding in a supposedly civilised country. 
Public Health England still claim every wireless 
device is safe. They dismiss all negative scientific 
reports going back many years and issue no 
precautionary warnings. PHE is not fulfilling its 
role in protecting the health of this country. 
 
 
 
 

MORE ES STORIES 
 

Navy pilot and marathon runner:  
teeth cracking, body demineralising 

Peter Sullivan, interviewed by the Epoch Times: 
“I basically got to experience what people are 
experiencing now about 10 or 15 years ago, 
because we were on the cutting edge in Silicon 
Valley, and getting a lot of different exposures. My 
brain was saying, “All this stuff is good,” but my 
body was having some really serious problems. I 
had to learn the hard way on this one that our 
assumptions about the safety were just totally 
false. 
At first, I thought I had food allergies. Then I 
determined I had high levels of mercury. But even 
after detoxifying myself, cleaning up my diet, and 
doing all these things, my health just kept going 
down. I got really skinny. My teeth were cracking. 
My body was demineralizing. I felt spacey and 
weak, and I’m not a weak person. I was a Navy 
pilot. I ran marathons. I did triathlons, so I’m not 
used to being weak, but I got physically and 
mentally weak. I got to where if I put a cellphone 
next to my head, I could feel it, and it didn’t feel 
good. 
I didn’t think there was any research out there 
about this, but I got invited to a session at the 
Commonwealth Club in San Francisco where 
there were some scientists talking about wireless 
exposure. So I started looking at the research. 
Thousands of these studies show harm. 
The Silicon Valley folks aren’t clued into this, but 
the telecom industry, the FCC, and U.S. 
government really know about this issue, but 
they’ve sold the spectrum anyway. They’re 
basically using tobacco tactics.” 
(Conan Milner: “The Dangers of Wireless Radiation and How to 
Protect Yourself - A Conversation with Peter Sullivan” The Epoch 
Times, April 12 2019) 

Friends in Vienna: 5G “classic symptoms of 
EMR poisoning: nosebleeds, headaches” 

  “I live in Vienna, Austria, where the 5G rollout is 
suddenly upon us.  
  Within the last five weeks, pre-5G has been 
officially announced at Vienna airport and 5G at 
the Rathausplatz, the main square in Vienna, 
which attracts tens of thousands of visitors to its 
Christmas market each December and skating 
rink each January, which are special treats for 
children.  
  Along with birds and insects, children are the 
most vulnerable to 5G depredation because of 
their little bodies. Friends and acquaintances and 
their children in Vienna are already reporting the 
classic symptoms of EMR poisoning: nosebleeds, 
headaches, eye pains, chest pains, nausea, 
fatigue, vomiting, tinnitus, dizziness, flu-like 
symptoms, and cardiac pain. They also report a 
tight band around the head; pressure on the top of 
the head; short, stabbing pains around the body; 
and buzzing internal organs.  
  Other biological effects such as tumours and 
dementia usually take longer to manifest, but in 
the case of 5G, which has never been tested for 
health or safety, who knows?” 
(Claire Edwards: “UN Staff Member says 5G is War on Humanity”, 
ES-Ireland, January 3 2019) 

 
  

5G
DANGERS
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Electrosensitivity UK (ES-UK) 

www.es-uk.info 
Aims: 1. To help people suffering   
               from electrosensitivity. 
          2.  To educate the public  
               about electrosensitivity  
               and related areas. 

- for all people sensitive to 
electromagnetic fields and 

radiation -  
Registered Charity No.: 1103018 

Founded 2003 
• BM Box ES-UK, London, 

WC1N 3XX 
• Telephone: 0845 643 9748 
• enquirers@es-uk.info 

      Support ES-UK 
 

Paypal (on the website) 
 

Cheques payable to: 
Electrosensitivity UK,  

should be sent to: 
The Treasurer, BM Box ES-UK, 

London, WC1N 3XX 
from who you can obtain Standing 

Order, Direct Debit and Gift Aid 
declaration forms. 

 

A donation of £15 per year, or 
whatever you can afford, helps with 

the running costs of ES-UK.

Trustees 
Michael Bevington (chair) 

Sarah Dacre 
Brian Stein CBE 

Dr Andrew Tresidder 
Phil Watts 

 
Medical Advisers 

Dr Stephen Brookes 
Dr Erica Mallery-Blythe 

 
Scientific Advisers 

Dr Andrew Goldsworthy 
Dr Magda Havas 

Professor Denis Henshaw 
Professor Olle Johansson 

 
Resources 

Please see the website www.es-uk.info for the following resources. 
• Letters to doctors and psychiatrists on Electrosensitivity, by Dr Andrew Tresidder 
• Disability and Housing Letters and much other information and resources 
• Selected ES and EHS Studies (list of articles and scientific studies with links) 
• ES Directory: an independent list of suppliers of equipment for ES people  
• Electromagnetic Sensitivity and Electromagnetic Hypersensitivity: A Summary (2013) 
• Copies of past Newsletters 
• ES-UK Leaflet (see right, 2018) explains ES. Give it to anyone interested. 
 

Newsletter 
Thanks to Gordon Flavell for the use 
of photographs © and to Brian Stein 

for printing and distribution. 

Contributions for the ES-UK Newsletter on any subject related to 
Electrosensitivity are welcome. Please send them to the Editor:  

Michael Bevington, BM Box ES-UK, London, WC1N 3XX, 
or email: michael@es-uk.info

 
 

Electrosensitivity (ES) or Electromagnetic-Hypersensitivity (EHS) is a physical intolerance. It can develop 
from exposure to e.g. mobile and cordless phones, masts, WiFi, smart meters, CFLs, LEDs, TETRA, powerlines.  
• Common symptoms: headaches, skin problems, insomnia, fatigue, anxiety, memory loss, cognitive 

confusion, muscle pains, heart palpitations, irritability, cancers. Some EHS people also react to chemicals. 
• The key treatment is avoiding radiation (e.g. mobiles, WiFi and Smart Meters) and especially in bedrooms. 

Some EHS use military-style shielding or protective clothing, or live far from man-made radiation if they can.  
• Mechanisms: e.g. cryptochrome, demyelination, Hsp70, retrovirus, ROS, subtle energy, vagal nerve, VGCC. 
• 4% of the UK (2.7m) has EM sensitivity (UK government-sponsored survey), about 1.2% (804,000) severe 

sensitivity, 0.65% restricted work, and up to 80% subconscious sensitivity (e.g. chronic inflammation). 
• The World Health Organization classifies Electrosensitivity as an Environmental Intolerance (IEI-EMF) 

and states that it can be disabling but its Backgrounder 296 is outdated (2005). Various ICD-10 codes apply. 
• Diagnosis of ES and EHS, by some NHS hospitals and GPs since 2013, includes: 3d fMRI, cerebral blood 

perfusion scans (UCTS), DNA, H, HRV, Hsp, MT, sAA, TSH, personal history of sensitivity and EM exposure. 
• EHS is recognised legally by UK tribunals as a disability, for adults and children (from 2012). Schools and 

employers must prevent ES (H&S At Work, 1974) and make adjustments for ES people (Equality Act 2010). 
• The WHO’s IARC classifies EMFs, both Radio Frequency and ELF, as 2B possible human carcinogens. 

Since 2013 experts have said EMFs should be reclassified as class 1 certain human carcinogens. 
• IGNIR gives long-term biological exposure guidelines (2108). ICNIRP’s short-term heating limits are obsolete. 
• Electrosensitivity was first described in the medical literature in 1932. It began with electrical, radio and 

radar workers. Since then it has spread into the general population, as wireless devices became common. 
• The different condition of Electrophobia (EPh, nocebo effect) is psychological. It affects about 1% of EHS 

people. EPh’s prior psychological conditioning cannot apply to EHS children, unaware adults and animals. 


